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Abstract
The role of waves in maintaining the mid-latitude tropospheric climate is inves-
tigated in a dry high resolution quasi-geostrophic #-plane channel model which
is coupled to an equation for the horizontally averaged static stability tendency.
This coupling allows for the feedback between vertical eddy heat fluxes and the
vertical temperature structure, which is typically neglected in quasi-geostrophic
models. It is important to include this process in order to understand the dynam-
ical balance in the boundary layer. The model includes simple parameterizations
of heating. surface friction and fluxes by turbulent eddies.
Studies of the impact of vertical resolution on the model's equilibrated climate
and fluxes show that, given the standard set-up of the model, decreasing the
resolution stabilizes the eddies. Coupling the model to an equation for the surface
air iemperature tendency eliminated this dependence on the vertical resolution.
The model's climate is found to be separated into two dynamical regimes,
one within the boundary layer and the other within the free troposphere. In the
free troposphere the potential vorticity gradients are relatively independent of the
parameters and parameterizations used to define the boundary layer, although the
equilibrated static stability and meridional temperature gradients are not. The
potential vorticity gradients are essentially eliminated in the mid troposphere, in
agreement with observations. The complete homogenization of pv occurs in the
region where the baroclinic waves have a critical layer.
The dynamics in the boundary layer are determined by the tropopause poten-
tial vorticity structure and the parameterization of the turbulent fluxes of heat and
momentum in the atmospheric boundary layer. Thermal diffusion in the bound-
ary layer prevents the modification of the mean temperature structure by damping
temperature fluctuations. This result is consistent with the recent observational
study by Swanson and Pierrehumbert (1997).
A three dimensional time dependent linear stability analysis is used to demon-
strate that the equilibrated climate is stable to linear perturbations. These results
are contrasted with the results of a one dimensional stability analysis to show the
sensitivity of these results to the treatment of the meridional structure of the
eddies.
The feedbacks which maintain the static stability are shown to play a signi-
ficant role in the homogenization of the potential vorticity above the atmospheric
boundary layer (ABL). These feedbacks are also shown to couple the dynamics
within the ABL with the upper troposphere in a study of the sensitivity of the
vertical structure of the large scale eddies to changes in the radiative equilibrium
temperature gradients.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This thesis work is an investigation of the interaction between large scale eddies
and the mean climate in a multi-level quasi-geostrophic 3,-plane channel model.
This study focuses on two aspects of this interaction. These aspects are the
maintenance of the temperature structure near the lower boundary and the ho-
mogenization of potential vorticity in the mid troposphere.
1.1 Motivation
1.1.1 Dynamics at the lower boundary
The first question that is addressed in this process model study is what are the
processes and feedbacks that are responsible for the observed temperature struc-
ture and eddy fluxes near the lower boundary? This question is motivated by the
observation that heat fluxes in GCM's tend to be larger than observed heat fluxes
even though the modeled temperature gradients are close to observations ( Stone
and Risbey 1990; Gleckler et al. 1995). It has been proposed that this is due to
inadequate representations of the processes and feedbacks that are responsible for
the maintenance of the vertical temperature structure near the lower boundary
(Stone and Nemet 1996). Three main studies are highlighted in this investigation
of the maintenance of the temperature structure near the lower boundary. They
are the impact of vertical resolution in the boundary layer, the importance of the
feedback between vertical eddy heat fluxes and the static stability and thirdly, the
sensitivity of the temperature structure to changes in the surface drag and eddy
diffusion coefficients that define the boundary layer.
Two-level quasi-geostrophic and primitive equation models have been used to
investigate the nonlinear equilibration of a baroclinically unstable basic state in
a host of studies ( Held and Suarez 1978; Stone and Branscome 1991; Zhou and
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Stone 1992a; Zhou and Stone 1992b; Cehelsky and Tung 1991). These models of
baroclinic instability generally assume that large scale waves, which are resolved
by the two-level geometry, are primarily responsible for the modification of the
mean temperature structure. This conclusion has typically been based on the
scaling analysis of Held (1978a) which shows that the shallow waves are relatively
inefficient in transporting heat.
Can two-level models, some of which are mentioned above, simulate the eddy-
mean flow interaction in the troposphere? Observed annual mean midlatitude
sensible heat fluxes in both hemispheres peak at 850 mb, become small in the mid
troposphere and have a secondary maximum in the upper troposphere (Trenberth
1992). Therefore, modification of climate forcing in limited regions of the tropo-
sphere may have different eddy responses. This problem has been investigated in
the context of greenhouse warming, where an increased concentration of green-
house gases leads to smaller lower tropospheric temperature gradients but larger
tropospheric gradients than does the present climate (Manabe and Wetherald
1975), by studies which used multi-level quasi-geostrophic models, such as Held
and O'Brien (1992) and Pavan (1996). These studies found that the dynamics in
a multi-level quasi-geostrophic model are more sensitive to changes in the lower
tropospheric temperature gradients than to changes in the upper tropospheric
gradients. It is hypothesized that this is due to the importance of shallow eddies
which are more sensitive to changes in the vertical profile of the temperature struc-
ture than the deeper eddies which are only sensitive to mean tropospheric fields.
These studies support the claim that two-level model studies can simulate eddy-
mean flow interaction in a vertically averaged sense, but they also suggest that any
simulation of the observed troposphere must be able to resolve the shallow waves
that modify the vertical distribution of the eddy and mean fields. Therefore, it
may be necessary to resolve these shallow eddies in order to simulate the eddy
response to more realistic changes in climate forcing.
The concentration of sensible poleward heat fluxes above the planetary
boundary layer in observations suggests that processes near the Earth's surface
inhibit eddy heat transport in the regions where the source of available poten-
tial energy for the growth of the wave is a maximum. The dominant process
that is responsible for the reduction in the eddy heat transports at the surface
is surface friction. The role of surface friction in modifying the characteristics of
the baroclinic waves has been studied by Valdes and Hoskins (1988) and Lin and
Pierrehumbert (1988). These studies used linearized quasi-geostrophic and primi-
tive equation models to demonstrate that Ekman pumping damps out the shallow
waves at the top of the boundary layer, leaving the large scale waves to modify
the baroclinically unstable basic state. This result has been disputed by Farrell
(1985) who argues that, using realistic values of the eddy diffusion coefficient,
Ekman damping damps out all normal mode baroclinic waves. Farrell argues that
it is non normal modes that are responsible for the eddy heat transport that is
observed in the midlatitude lower troposphere. Whether or not Ekman pumping
completely stabilizes the normal mode baroclinic waves in the troposphere, it is
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clear that the results are very sensitive to the parameters that are used to define
the boundary layer.
Gutowski et al. (1989) studied the role of surface friction and surface heat
fluxes in modifying the eddy-mean flow interaction. Their study showed that
there was an important negative feedback between the surface heat fluxes and
the vertical eddy heat fluxes. When the surface heat fluxes were removed, the
vertical eddy heat fluxes caused large increases in the static stability at the lower
boundary. Surface heat fluxes counteract this large increase in the static stability
by downgradient mixing of potential temperature. The reduction of the static sta-
bility in the boundary layer causes the boundary layer to be more baroclinically
unstable which causes the large scale eddies to transport more heat poleward,
reducing the meridional temperature gradients. In order to understand the dy-
namics that are responsible for the observed distribution of heat fluxes and mean
temperatures, it is necessary to study the feedbacks between these processes and
the equilibrated state that is determined by them.
These feedbacks, which are neglected in classic quasi-geostrophic models, are
also important in the sensitivity of the temperature structure to changes in climate
forcing. Studies of baroclinic adjustment which include variable static stability
have demonstrated that the negative feedback between the vertical eddy heat flux
and the static stability plays a significant role in reducing the sensitivity of the
model's climate to changes in external forcing. In models with fixed static stability,
the equilibrium shear is found to be linearly proportional to the static stability
and relatively insensitive to the changes in external forcing ( Stone and Branscome
1991: Zhou and Stone 1992a). In two-level models that include a variable static
stability, the sensitivity of the climate to changes in external forcing was reduced
(Held and Suarez 1978; Held 1978a; Zhou and Stone 1992b). demonstrating the
significance of the feedbacks between the dynamical heat fluxes in stabilizing the
climate, as suggested by Stone (1972).
Increasing vertical resolution may modify the characteristics of the baroclinic
waves by resolving the potential vorticity gradients more accurately. Previous
studies of the barotropic point jet, which is mathematically homomorphic to the
linearized Boussinesq Charney problem ( Lindzen et al. 1983) , have shown that
the stability characteristics of a baroclinically unstable flow are a function of the
vertical resolution. An increase in the vertical resolution resolves the delta func-
tion jump in the potential vorticity at the lower boundary of the model, making
the model more baroclinically unstable. A decrease in the vertical resolution de-
creases the magnitude of the jump in the potential vorticity at the lower bound-
ary, stabilizing the model. It is not clear how this result translates to the full
three-dimensional quasi-geostrophic model, but it suggests that two-level models
may not be simulating the degree of the instability in the troposphere accurately.
Therefore, an increase in the vertical resolution may have a significant impact on
the stability characteristics of the baroclinic waves.
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1.1.2 Homogenization of potential vorticity
The second question that is addressed in this study is what is the extent of the
pv homogenization in a multi-level quasi-geostrophic beta plane channel model
and how does this relate to current theories about the nonlinear equilibration
of the observed mid-latitude troposphere? This question is motivated by the
study of Lindzen (1993) which hypothesized that a possible simplistic equilibrated
state which describes the observed mid-latitude troposphere is a state where the
pv gradients in the mid troposphere have been homogenized such that waves
propagating along the tropopause and the surface of the earth can no longer
interact.
Adiabatic and inviscid process model studies have demonstrated that linear
adjustment theory predicts the equilibrated state of an initially unstable flow, but
these model studies have had little success in simulating the observed climate.
Model studies that include simple representations of diabatic heating and sur-
face friction have been relatively successful in simulating the observed large scale
dynamics (Held and Suarez 1978; Stone and Branscome 1991). These two-level
model studies attempt to relate the climate of a forced/dissipated model to the
climate predicted by linear/inviscid/adiabatic criteria. It is not clear that this is
justified.
The Charney-Stern criterion for instability is a necessary condition for in-
stability but it is not sufficient. A basic state which has a change of sign in the
meridional gradient of potential vorticity may be stable. A linear stability anal-
ysis of the equilibrated state proposed by Lindzen (1993) would show that the
baroclinic normal modes have been stabilized but this state would still satisfy the
Charney-Stern criteria necessary condition for instability.
The equilibrated state proposed by Lindzen (1993) is consistent with the
observational studies of Sun and Lindzen (1994), Morgan (1994), and Fullmer
(1982b) which have shown that the potential vorticity gradients in the extratropics
are significantly less than Q, the meridional gradient of planetary vorticity, in
the mid troposphere but large in the planetary boundary layer and a maximum
at the tropopause. These studies make it clear that the observed extratropical
temperature structure is determined, in part, by the mixing of potential vorticity
along isentropic surfaces.
In order to resolve this state it is necessary to be able to decouple the dynamics
between the surface, the mid troposphere and the tropopause. A two-level model
couples the dynamics in the lower troposphere with the upper troposphere. This
causes the dynamics at the jet and the dynamics in the boundary layer to interact
in a very artificial way. If this equilibrated state approximates the dynamics in
the atmosphere then the equilibrated state of the two-level model will have very
little to do with the observed climate. If the dynamics in the observed climate
are roughly approximated by the state hypothesized by Lindzen (1993), a model
with more than two levels would be necessary to resolve it.
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There have been many studies done concerning the homogenization of pv in
subtropical ocean gyres. Fundamental studies by Rhines and Young, RY from
here on, (Rhines and Young 1982a,b; Young and Rhines 1982) have demonstrated
that there is very efficient homogenization of pv in layers that are not directly
in contact with the wind-driven Ekman pumping at the ocean's surface. These
studies were done using simple quasi-geostrophic layer models which neglected
cross interface motion. Neglecting cross interface motion means that diabatic
processes, that change the density in a layer, are neglected. In models of the
atmosphere, neglecting these processes result in a climate which bears very little
resemblance to observations (Gutowski et al. 1989). Therefore, model's which
neglect these processes may not be very useful in understanding the wave-raean
flow interaction in the atmosphere.
In subtropical ocean gyres, geostrophic streamfunctions which emanate from
the eastern boundary have streamfunctions which are equal to zero. due to the
Sverdrup streamfunction which vanishes at the easten boundary. Therefore. in or-
der for there to be any circulation along a geostrophic contour, the contour must
be disconnected from the eastern boundary. Rhines and Young chose an Ekman
pumping velocity such that this condition is satisfied. The Ekman pumping veloc-
ity needed to close the geostophic contours is equivalent to the condition that the
progress of a westward propagating baroclinic Rossby wave, with a characteristic
horizontal velocity which exceeds 3L4, has been arrested (Pedloskv 1996). where
Ld is Rossby deformation radius. In the RY studies, pv which is enclosed by a
closed geostrophic contour, in layers below the directly forced upper layer. become
well-mixed as long as the dissipation is sufficiently small. After the pv becomes
homogenized, the fluxes which were reponsible for the mixing, decay away.
This scenario of mixing in a subtropical ocean gyre is significantly different
from mixing in the atmosphere. In the atmosphere, closed geostrophic contours
are a product of wave-mean flow interaction and are not directly forced indepen-
dent of the eddies. Also, heating and friction in the atmosphere are continually
acting to destabilize the eddies. Therefore, the efficient mixing of pv. that was
found in subtropical ocean gyres, would not be expected in the atmosphere. In the
atmosphere, wave-mean flow interaction would be expected to occur in regions of
strong damping ( McIntyre and Norton 1990) and near the critical level ( Stewart-
son 1978, Warn and Warn 1978, Killworth and McIntyre 1985). In the equilibrated
state, eddy forcings would be expected to continually act against the forcings of ex-
ternal heating and dissipation in life cycles of 'saturation-propagation-saturation'
(Edmon et al. 1980, Hoskins 1983, Hoskins et al. 1985, Held and Hoskins 1985,
Randel and Held 1991).
1.1.3 Strategy for investigating these questions
The first objective of this thesis work is to develop a quasi-geostrophic -plane
channel model with variable vertical resolution which is coupled to an equation
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for the static stability tendency. The second objective is to study the maintenance
of the temperature structure at the lower boundary as a function of the processes
and feedbacks that are simulated in this simple representation of the midlatitude
troposphere. The third objective is to investigate the modification of the model's
nonlinear equilibration as resolution and internal parameters are varied.
Initial runs with the model have shown that the equilibrated state, without
a representation of a stratosphere/tropopause, can be separated into these two
studies. That is, the equilibrated state is roughly characterized by a mid tropo-
sphere with homogenized potential vorticity and a boundary layer whose potential
vorticity gradients are a function of the parameters that define the boundary layer.
When a stratosphere/tropopause is included in the model, potential vorticity mix-
ing in the mid troposphere is enhanced and the potential vorticity gradients in
the boundary layer are significantly reduced.
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1.2.1 Criterion for stability
Charney and Stern (1962) derived a necessary criterion for the existence of an
unstable wave in a quasi-geostrophic continuous atmosphere. Friction and heating
were neglected in the derivation and the perturbations were assumed to be normal
modes. In order for the growth rate of the wave to be nonzero, the necessary
criterion is that:
L zt _ __ _11 =0
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Where, from here on, y and z are latitude and height, respectively, and p is equal
to the basic state density, 4. is the meridional gradient of the pseudo-potential
vorticity (from here on referred to as potential vorticity), u is the basic state zonal
wind, Ei is the basic state zonal wind shear, c is the phase speed of the wave, 4
is equal to the geopotential, fo is the Coriolis parameter at 45N, and N is the
Brunt-Vaisala frequency. Where the equation is integrated in the vertical between
Zb and zt and in the latitudinal direction between 0 and L. In an atmosphere that
has upper and lower boundaries and no meridional temperature gradients at these
boundaries, the necessary condition for the existence of an unstable wave is that
the meridional gradient of the potential vorticity, 4Y, does not change sign in the
domain. In a quasi-geostrophic atmosphere, qY is given by:
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Where # is the planetary potential vorticity gradient, UY, is the barotropic com-
ponent of the potential vorticity gradient, and the last term in the equation is
the baroclinic component of the potential vorticity gradient. Since -, tends to be
greater than zero, due to the dominance of the 3 term, an atmosphere with regions
of negative , is considered to be potentially unstable. A sufficient condition for
stability, by this criterion, is that the potential vorticity gradient does not change
sign in the domain.
Bretherton (1966) derived a modified form of qy, for a purely baroclinic flow,
which expressed meridional temperature gradients at the upper and lower bound-
aries as delta functions of potential vorticity. The modified potential vorticity
gradient is
q, Y - - -- ) - S(z - zt).
This modified expression for the potential vorticity gradient incorporates the sur-
face temperature gradients into the definition of the potential vorticity which
reduces the Charney-Stern criterion for instability to
L ze p-|: 6|2
dy d _- 2 0.
Where the limits of integration are as defined previously. With this form of the
potential vorticity gradient and the instability criterion, the necessary condition
for instability is a change of sign in the potential vorticity gradient in the domain,
regardless of the temperature gradients at the boundaries. The Charnev-Stern
criterion for instability is used in most process models to determine whether a
flow has been stabilized to growing waves.
In the two-level model, the upper layer has 7, > 0 and the lower layer 7, < 0
due to the constant shear in the interior that goes to zero at the boundaries. By
the Charnev-Stern theorem, this basic state is potentially unstable to growing
waves. The modification of the basic state necessary to stabilize the growing
waves, is the increase of the potential vorticity gradient in the lower layer such
that = 0. Then the basic state 4, of the two-level model will be non-negative
and the flow will satisfy the sufficient condition for stability. The shear that
satisfies this condition for stability, neglecting -, is given as follows:
2f 2 O-
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where H is the vertical scale height and f is the Coriolis parameter. This is the
critical shear derived from the Charney-Stern criterion for instability. It is linearly
proportional to the static stability. The two-level model calculates the shear at
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only one level. This shear is not constant with height since the shear goes to zero
at the upper and lower boundaries.
In a two-level model that allows the static stability to be variable, this cri-
terion for stability is expressed as a critical slope of the isentropes. The static
stability is defined to be
N2 9 d0|dz,
P
where g is the acceleration of gravity and 9 is potential temperature. Using the
thermal wind relation:
da/dz = dO/dyfp
the critical slope of the isentropes is given by
f UiI
S = |N2 a -
Which is equal to a constant in the two-level model. This is the isentropic slope
sufficient to stabilize the baroclinic waves in a two-level model. If the basic state
of the flow is adjusted such that the growth of the baroclinic eddies is just zero,
this basic state is referred to as the neutral state.
1.2.2 Quasi-geostrophic two-level models
Stone and Branscome (1991) studied large scale eddies in a two-level quasi-
geostrophic midlatitude /-plane model. The flow in the model was forced by
Newtonian cooling. Friction was represented by a linear surface drag at the low-
est level. The initial state of the model was a temperature structure in radiative
equilibrium and a zonal wind in thermal wind balance. A random perturbation
was added to the initial state and the model was run until it reached a steady
state. In this model the static stability was set equal to a constant , so the change
in the temperature structure due to baroclinic adjustment was characterized by
the steady state meridional temperature gradient. The results of the study showed
that the shear of the steady state was proportional, and supercritical, to the crit-
ical shear of the two-level model. The critical shear of the two-level model is
the shear that is required to stabilize all of the baroclinic eddies. Stone (1978)
proposed that the baroclinic eddies will act to adjust the initial shear to this crit-
ical shear, thereby stabilizing the eddies. This is called the baroclinic adjustment
hypothesis. The result of the Stone and Branscome study imply that a weaker
form of the baroclinic adjustment hypothesis has a strong influence in determin-
ing the equilibrium temperature structure. A further result of this study was
that the meridional temperature gradient was independent of the magnitude of
the diabatic forcing and linearly proportional to the static stability. The equi-
librium shear in this study was found to be relatively independent to changes in
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the diabatic heating. The equilibrium shear is also linearly proportional to the
static stability. These results are also consistent with the baroclinic adjustment
hypothesis and with the neutral state predicted by the Charney-Stern criterion for
stability. The main difference between the results of this study and the predicted
neutral state is that the equilibrium shear is still unstable by the Charney-Stern
theorem, even though the growth of the baroclinic eddies has been suppressed
in the model. The extreme vertical truncation in the two-level model makes it
unclear how these processes would be manifest in the atmosphere, or even in a
model with continuous vertical structure.
1.2.3 Baroclinic adjustment in continuous models
In a study of the mean flow adjustment by a growing baroclinic wave, Gutowski
et al. (1989) derived the mean state that was stable to the growing eddies. This
study demonstrated that the minimal adjustment necessary to stabilize an initially
unstable flow to baroclinic eddies satisfied the equation,
4 =_ 0. (1)
This derivation assumes that the slope of the isentropes goes to zero at the lower
boundary:
S(z=0)=0 (2).
The upper part of the atmosphere is assumed to be unchanged by the baroclinic
adjustment process. The adjusted isentropic slope is assumed to be equal to the
initial isentropic slope at the top of the adjusted region
SA(ZA) = So(zA) (3)
where za is the adjustment height, SA(Z) is the adjusted slope of the isentropes
and So(z) is the initial isentropic slope. If the basic state zonal wind is assumed
to be constant in the meridional direction then.
&pS(z)
q = 3+ f .a T (4)
where p = poe-z/H is the basic state density and H is the density scale height.
From (1), (2), and (4) the adjusted slope of the isentropes is derived to be
SA (z) = (1 H zH).
f
From (3), the height where the adjusted isentropes match to the initial isentropes
is derived to be
ZA = Hlin(1 - fS o (Za)/,3H).
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This is the adjustment height that was derived by Lindzen and Farrell (1980), in
a study of baroclinic adjustment in a continuous atmosphere.
In the two-level model the density is constant and the adjustment height is
fixed, due the vertical discretization of the model, to H/2. The adjusted slope of
the isentropes reduces to
SA(H/2)= H2f
Using the definition of the isentropic slope and the thermal wind relation,
S - a/8y f -fau/8Z
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Now, setting these two expressions for the adjusted isentropic slope to be equal:
OH fau/z:
2f N2
In a two-level model, the static stability is held constant and this equation reduces
to the Phillips' critical shear for stability,
Ou ,BN2 H
2f 2
There are two limiting cases for the baroclinic adjustment in this derivation.
The first case allows the static stability to vary while the shear is held constant.
The second case allows the shear to vary and the static stability is held constant.
The first limiting case, where the shear is held constant, was investigated by
Gutowski (1985b). The adjusted static stability goes to infinity at the lower
boundary. The equilibrium state was calculated to be the neutral state predicted
by the linear adjustment theory. The study found this adjusted state matches
the observations better than the moist adiabat in winter but not in summer.
The observations show that the static stability does not asymptote to infinity
at the ground. Lindzen and Farrell (1980) investigated the second limiting case,
where the static stability is held fixed. The zonal wind shear in this adjustment
goes to zero at the ground. By the thermal wind relation, this is equivalent to
removing the temperature gradients at the lower boundary. Both of these limiting
cases result in a neutral state that is quite different from what is observed in the
atmosphere. This is due partly to the boundary condition that is imposed on
the adjusted isentropic slope at the lower boundary. The critical slope of the
isentropes is assumed to go to zero at the lower boundary. Observations show
that the slope of the isentropes does not go to zero at the Earth's surface, due to
the production of potential vorticity by sources, such as diabatic heating. This
is imposing an unphysical boundary condition on the adjusted state, so it is not
surprising that the resulting neutral state is different from the observed climate.
1.2 Summary of previous work
Gutowski (1989) investigated the modification of the baroclinic adjustment
process over the life cycle of a baroclinic wave when both the static stability and
the zonal wind shear are allowed to vary. This study demonstrated that, without
forcing, the neutral state of the model is predicted by the linear adjustment theory.
In the absence of forcing, the adjustments in the static stability and the zonal wind
shear were found to have almost equal contributions. When surface friction was
included, zonal wind shear adjustment was inhibited. When surface heat flux was
included, the adjustment of the static stability was inhibited. When both of these
processes were included in the model, the vertical profiles of the static stability
and the zonal wind shear were found to simulate the observed profiles well. This
study suggests that surface friction and surface heat flux are needed in a model to
simulate the observed structure of the atmosphere. It also indicates the necessity
of adequate vertical resolution and dynamical feedbacks. A further result is that
this very simplified model can simulate observed static stability and zonal wind
shear profiles reasonably well, even though moist convection and latent heating
have been excluded.
Chapter 2
The Model
2.1 Introduction
The model used in this study integrates the quasi-geostrophic equations coupled to
an equation for the horizontally averaged potential temperature on a mid latitude
/-plane. The model has variable vertical and horizontal resolution. The zonal,
meridional and vertical coordinates are evaluated in gridpoint space. Gridpoints
in the vertical are equally spaced as a function of pressure. There is a rigid lid at
the top and bottom of the model. Therefore. there is no vertical motion at the
surface of the model and at zero pressure. There is no flow through the channel
walls. Line integrating the zonal mean wind tendency equation at the channel
walls gives a further boundary condition that the momentum convergence at the
channel walls is equal to zero. Periodic boundary conditions are applied to all
fields in the zonal direction.
The variables are arranged in the vertical using the Charney-Phillips grid.
This grid places the vertical velocity and the potential temperature at the same
levels. Arakawa and Moorthi (1988) compared the two classic vertically discrete
systems, the Lorenz grid and the Charney-Phillips grid. This study found that
the Lorenz grid has a computational mode that leads to spurious amplification of
shortwaves. The problem with the grid was interpreted as a consequence of the
spurious mode falsely satisfying the necessary condition for baroclinic instability
at the boundaries. The Charney-Phillips grid can not calculate the static stability
when it is used in a two-level model. For this reason the Lorenz grid has been used
in all two-level model studies that include a variable static stability. The spurious
mode is effectively filtered out in the two-level model, but this computational
mode causes serious problems in a model with more than two levels.
The model uses the Arakawa Jacobian scheme which conserves mean enstro-
phy, mean energy, and the average wavenumber. The potential vorticity at time
step t + 1 is calculated using the centered difference leap frog scheme,
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This time scheme has a computational mode, but it is used due to the computa-
tional efficiency of the scheme. The computational mode is removed by averaging
the odd and even solutions,
1
qt+1 (qt + qt+1),
after every ten time steps. The Courant-Friedrich condition is used to determine
the size of the time step. The routine is set up for fifteen minute time steps. The
streamfunction at time step t + 1 is calculated by inverting the potential vorticity.
+1= 2(qt+1 - .3y)
The potential vorticity is inverted using the fft solver from the quasi-geostrophic
ocean model written by the Space and Atmospheric Physics Group at Imperial
College.
All runs are initially in radiative convective equilibrium (RCE). The model
is run for 20 days without a perturbation to allow the dynamics in the plane-
tary boundary layer to come into a symmetric equilibrium. Then the model is
perturbed with small amplitude waves 1-9. The amplitude of the pressure pertur-
bation at the surface is 10 Pascals in each of the nine waves. The model is run
for 1000 days with the statistics being calculated for the last 400 days. This is a
sufficiently long run to establish a statistically steady state.
This model has been used to investigate;
e The feedbacks between vertical eddy heat fluxes and static stability and
thermal diffusion.
e The robustness of the critical shear. potential vorticity gradients and isen-
tropic slopes.
* The homogenization of potential vorticity.
e The modification of vertical and horizontal eddy fluxes.
* The division of adjustment between the static stability and .
* The importance of resolving the boundary layer for vertical structure and
vertically averaged eddy fluxes and mean temperatures.
* The modification of the results when a tropopause is included in the model.
2.3 Horizontal and vertical dimensions and resolution
2.2 Horizontal and vertical dimensions and
resolution
The standard control run has a channel width of 10,000 km and a channel length
of 5,260 km. The channel width is approximately 90 degrees in latitude and was
chosen in order to prevent the dynamics at the channel walls from modifying the
dynamics at the center of the channel.
The channel length of the standard control run is equal to the wavelength of
the most unstable wave of the symmetric state of the control run, calculated from
a 1-D linear stability analysis.
The horizontal resolution of the standard control run is 329 km. This reso-
lution was determined to be the minimum resolution needed to get a convergent
equilibrium climate and eddy fluxes with the free parameters of the control run.
The resolution in the meridional direction is always set to approximate the reso-
lution in the zonal direction.
The sensitivity of the model's climate to changes in horizontal resolution is
discussed in Chapter 4.
2.3 The equations
2.3.1 The quasi-geostrophic equations
This model integrates the quasi-geostrophic (qg) potential vorticity equation in
pressure coordinates:
Dq a QR
-t J(0, q) - fo- + Ik * Vx ,
where R is the ideal gas constant, and C, is the specific heat at constant pressure.
s is the static stability parameter and is written as:
1a[0]
where [ ] indicates an areal mean and
p R po\n/C,
RF p
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po is the pressure at the lower boundary.
q = V 2 2+y+fo
op s ap
where b is the streamfunction and
1 8f
#3 -T145o,
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where a is the radius of the earth and 4 is latitude in meters.
The qg potential vorticity equation is derived from the qg vorticity, qg potential
temperature., hydrostatic, and ideal gas equations:
D(v2+y=fo yf + k V x F,
op
where omega is the vertical velocity in pressure coordinates.
Dgf" a[0] + -D _0 =±w Q,ap cpT
where T is temperature.
S=-ir fo
ap
Where D, is the total geostrophic derivative :e
at
and
0 = [0(p)+0*(x, y. p,t)
Where * indicates the deviation from the areal mean and it is assumed that
ao* [0(]
Op ap
F is friction and Q is diabatic heating.
The gg equations make the following approximations:
* The Coriolis parameter can be approximated by the first order Taylor expan-
sion, f0 +#3y, because the latitudinal scales of the perturbations are assumed
to be small relative to the radius of the earth.
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* The Rossby number, R, = U/foL, is small. Where L is the horizontal spatial
scale of variation of the flow.
" The advection due to the ageostrophic wind is negligible relative to the
advection due to the geostrophic wind.
" The vertical advection terms are assumed to be small.
" The relative vorticity is assumed to be negligible relative to the Coriolis
parameter in the divergence term.
2.3.2 The static stability tendency equation
The qg equations are coupled to an equation for the static stability tendency. This
equation is derived from the horizontally averaged thermodynamic equation. The
vertical mean potential temperature fluxes are assumed to be insignificant relative
to the eddy fluxes. This assumption can be justified by scaling analysis (Gutowski
1983), and is consistent with two-level model results ( Zhou and Stone 1993b).
The horizontally averaged potential temperature tendency at time step vt is
given by:
a a Qt PO R]Cp
at [ ap [c'J (p
where *'s are used to designate deviations from the zonal mean and [ ] again
indicates an areal mean.
The static stability parameter is calculated from the updated mean potential
temperature.
2.4 Parameterizations used in the model
There are six free parameters in the model. They are:
* vT eddy thermal diffusion coefficient
* vm = eddy momentum diffusion coefficient
0 Cd surface drag coefficient
* d = radiative convective equilibrium temperature gradients
* d = radiative convective equilibrium lapse rate
e. rd = diabatic heating timescale
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2.4.1 Winds and temperature in the ABL
a. Fixed sea temperature
This model was not designed to study the evolution of a climate which starts
from a state without dynamical transports to a state which approximates the
observed climate. In order to accomplish this it would be necessary to include an
ocean model and a radiative forcing that changes as a function of the sea surface
temperatures. This model is designed to model the response of large scale eddies
to a radiative forcing due to realistic ocean temperatures.
Zonal mean sea surface temperatures change by up to 1K/month in the mid
latitude oceans (Peixoto and Oort 1992; Shea et al. 1990). This is not a negligible
temperature tendency and'it would be interesting to look at the large scale eddy
response to a more realistic time dependent radiative forcing and atmosphere-
ocean fluxes. In a process model. it is necessary to limit and isolate processes in
order to understand the mechanisms that are responsible for the observed mean
fluxes and climate. Therefore, the air-sea interactions in this model are represented
by a thermal damping of the surface air back to the underlying ocean and a vertical
diffusion of heat throughout the ABL.
A recent observational study by Swanson and Pierrehumbert (1997) investi-
gated whether the observed meridional temperature gradients in the lower tropo-
sphere are a result of dynamical eddy diffusivities or are a result of the strong ther-
mal interaction between the lower troposphere and the ocean. This study found
that the lower troposphere heat transport is characterized by a thermal damping
of temperature fluctuations back to the underlying ocean with a timescale of ap-
proximately 1 day. This strong thermal damping was found to reduce the heat
flux in the lower troposphere by as much as a factor of two over what it would
have been with temperature mixing alone. This thermal damping was determined
to be due to the air-sea fluxes of sensible heat. This conclusion was based on
the observed symmetry between the cold and warm temperature fluctuations, an
asymmetry would be expected from the release of latent heat.
It is very significant to first of all understand the response of the large scale
eddies to this strong thermal damping in the lower troposphere. Therefore, the
sea surface temperatures (SST's) are held fixed in all of the model runs that are
discussed in this thesis. This is the same approach that has been taken in control
runs with atmospheric GCM's.
b. Control run
In the control run, there is assumed to be a well-mixed layer between the
surface and the first model level. Therefore, the potential temperature of the air
above the surface is set equal to the potential temperature at the first model level.
This parameterization of the surface air potential temperature causes there to be
a deeper mixed region as the vertical resolution is decreased. The standard 17
level run has a mixed region that is 63 mb deep, while the 3 level run has a very
unrealistic mixed layer depth of 500 mb.
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The surface winds are calculated by linear extrapolation from the first two
model levels, following previous model studies such as Stone and Branscome (
1991).
c. Interactive surface air temperature
A series of runs was done including an interactive surface air temperature.
An interactive surface air temperature is not included in the control run. These
runs were done to determine if the model's sensitivity to changes in the vertical
resolution is due to inadequate resolution in the ABL. The results of these runs
are discussed in Section 6.3.1. The interactive surface air formulation integrates
an equation for the surface air temperature along with the quasi-geostrophic equa-
tions. The pressure level at which the surface air temperature is calculated is equal
to Po + AP/4. Therefore, the surface air temperature is calculated at a pressure
which decreases with a decrease in the vertical resolution. In this formulation
the surface winds are calculated assuming that the temperature at P = P, is in
thermal wind balance with the winds at P = Pi and P = P0 . The equations that
are used to calculate the surface winds are
. RAP aT,Uo = U1 - RA ~2Psfo Qy
+ RAP &T
2Psfo ax
Where U1 and V1 are the geostrophic velocities at P = P and x and y are the
zonal and meridional coordinates. respectively, in units of meters.
An equation for the surface temperature tendency is integrated assuming that
the fluxes of heat out of the sea are convergent into the air just at the surface. The
vertical wind is assumed to be equal to zero. The sea temperature is held fixed.
The turbulent fluxes from the surface air into the first model level are calculated
using a flux diffusion approximation. The equation for the surface air temperature
tendency is
, = -J(Q, T,) + Qi + Q2
at
Where J(0', T,) is calculated using the streamfunction 4, = (Oo+ 01)/2, Q1
is the thermal diffusion, Q2 is the radiative cooling, and H = 8.5 km.
Using irregularly spaced pressure levels in the ABL may cause there to be
first order errors in the calculation of Q2. Kalnay De Rivas (1972) outlined the
use of stretched coordinates to eliminate the first order truncation errors that
result when centered differences are used to calculate derivatives on irregularly
spaced grids. Defining stretched coordinates following Kalnay De Rivas (1972),
it is found that using a centered difference formulation to calculate the thermal
diffusion results in first order errors of 1% at P = P. and first order errors of 5%
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at P = P1 . These errors were determined to be sufficiently small to justify the
use of centered difference derivatives in the calculation of the thermal diffusion.
d. Ekman momentum approximation
The parameterization used to represent the vertical diffusion of momentum
within the ABL in the control run neglects the dynamics which are needed to
resolve an Ekman spiral. In order to get a sense of how including these dynamics
modify the model's equilibrated climate and mean fluxes, a few runs were done
including both the geostrophic and ageostrophic winds in the turbulent momentum
fluxes in the ABL. The results of these runs are discussed in Section 6.3.1 In this
formulation the surface air potential temperature is set equal to the potential
temperature at the first model level, as was done in the control run.
Bannon and Salem (1995) used a multiple-scale analysis of the baroclinic Ek-
man layer to show that the momentum equations used in this Section are accurate
to 0(E). Where E is equal to the ekman number and is equal to 2v/(fD2 ), where
D is equal to the vertical scale of the flow. These equations will be referred to as
the Ekman momentum approximation.
The formulation used in the control run to parameterize the turbulent flux
of momentum within the ABL gives an approximate vertical velocity at P = P1
equal to
g ((3/2 - (1/2) 
.~W1 = (v1 p/ g + cadps &g k).
fo 1 (P3/2 - Pi/ 2 )
where C is the relative vorticity. Levels 1/2, 1, and 3/2 are located at 968.8 mb,
937.5 mb and 906.3 mb, respectively.
This formulation reduces to the standard parameterization of Ekman pump-
ing at the top of the ABL when the eddy diffusion coefficient is equal to zero, with
the top of the boundary layer defined above the lower boundary. The boundary
condition used at the lower boundary is w = 0. When the eddy diffusion coeffi-
cient is not equal to zero the height if the boundary later is dependent upon the
strength of the vertical diffusion.
This parameterization neglects the contribution of the ageostrophic winds to
the turbulent fluxes of momentum within the ABL. This is not justified since the
ageostrophic winds are of the order of the geostrophic winds within ABL.
In order to get a sense of the role of the ageostrophic winds in the ABL,
the control run has been modified to include the contribution of the ageostrophic
winds to the turbulent fluxes of momentum within the ABL and at the surface.
The ageostrophic winds are calculated from the surface shear stress,
M2g a( Vg + Va2) V+ 9)- CdPs vg|(vg + va)
and by assuming that the first-order balance in the momentum equation is be-
tween the coriolis force and the vertical diffusion of momentum. The surface
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ageostrophic winds are calculated differently from the surface geostrophic winds
because the ageostrophic winds vary on a much shorter vertical scale and the
extrapolation from the two lowest model levels did not seem to be justified.
2.4.2 Diabatic heating
Diabatic heating is parameterized in this model by a relaxation back to a ra-
diative convective equilibrium state with a constant diabatic heating timescale.
The diabatic heating timescale in the standard model is set equal to 10 days. A
constant diabatic heating timescale assumes that the time it takes for a thermal
perturbations to dissipate is independent of where it is located. This simplistic
assumption does not allow for different timescales in the boundary layer and in
the free troposphere.
The radiative convective equilibrium state is represented by a horizontally av-
eraged mean lapse rate, d plus horizontal temperature gradients. d. The lapse
rate in radiative convective equilibrium is chosen to be a constant -7.0 deg/km.
The radiative equilibrium lapse rate would be much larger, closer to -15 deg/km
in the troposphere. Since all moist processes have been neglected in this model,
the modification of the radiative equilibrium profile by moist convection is taken
into account implicitly by assuming that moisture brings the lapse rate close to a
moist adiabat.
The horizontal temperature gradients in radiative convective equilibrium are
estimated from Manabe and Moller (1961). The latitudinal temperature distribu-
tion is chosen to be
(yp) = -21.5sin(-r(y - L/2)/(L/2))
for L/4 < y 3L/4. Where L is the total channel width, which is set equal to
10,000 km in the control run. This gives d = 30 degrees over the center 2500 km0 dy
of the channel. A region with zero temperature gradients is extended 2500 km to
the north and south of the sine function to insure that the channel walls do not
modify the dynamics.
An isothermal stratosphere above 200 mb is included in the control run.
Model runs which test the sensitivity of the model's climate to the inclusion of a
stratosphere are discussed in Chapter 4.
This crude representation of diabatic heating is consistent with the radiative
convective states in cumulus models ( Lindzen et al. 1982) but cannot repre-
sent 'the boundary layer processes that are responsible for the mixing of potential
temperature near the ground. These processes are parameterized by including a
linearized parameterization of the vertical diffusion of heat.
The lower boundary is assumed to be a sea surface with fixed temperature,
0
sea. A linearized bulk aerodynamic drag formula is used to calculate the surface
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heat flux,
FSH CdCpsg (Ogair - Osea ),
where ps is the surface density. The surface air temperature air, is assumed to
be equal to the potential temperature at the first level, which in the standard 17
level model is 31 mb over the surface. The drag coefficient, cdl1|, is chosen to
be equal to 6 x 102, although in general, the drag coefficient is a function of the
stability. This is a large estimate of drag over an ocean surface, it is closer to
estimates of drag over land, but it was chosen because the resultant mean state
and fluxes closely approximated observations.
Above the surface, the turbulent heat fluxes in the boundary layer are as-
sumed to be diffusive in nature and are parameterized as:
0
FSH =VT(F)P2gCP
P 32
vT(P) 10(-) m2
PO
where Po is the pressure at the lower boundary. The vertical diffusion of heat
by the turbulent eddies is then calculated from the fluxes as
80 g OFSH
at c, ap
A dry convective adjustment is applied to the horizontally averaged potential
temperature if the temperature profile is calculated to be statically unstable. This
adjustment is only necessary within the boundary layer where the mixing by the
turbulent fluxes can cause the flow to become statically unstable.
Without the inclusion of these processes in the boundary layer the static sta-
bility at the lowest level becomes very large in the equilibrated state because the
eddies transport heat vertically, causing the lowest levels to be cold relative to
observations. This stabilization by the baroclinic eddies is predicted by the in-
viscid, adiabatic neutralization theories but it is not consistent with observations.
In order to make the model more realistic it is necessary to include the vertical
diffusion of heat from the lower levels. Thermal diffusion in the qg thermodynamic
equation damps out the temperature waves. Without this term in the qg thermo-
dynamic equation the meridional heat fluxes peak at the lowest level. When the
thermal diffusion is included the meridional heat flux peaks higher up at 800 mb.
Since the standard run is chosen to approximate observations, it is important to
include thermal diffusion since heat fluxes are observed to decrease below 850 mb.
2.5 Description of the control run
2.4.3 Friction in the ABL
Friction is parameterized by a linearized bulk aerodynamic drag at the surface
and diffusion mixing above the surface, in the same way as was outlined in the
previous Section.
The linearized bulk aerodynamic drag formula is used to calculate the wind
stress at the surface,
Ts =-c p,,s V V
Where &g is surface wind which has been extrapolated from the two levels above
the surface. The surface drag times the ambient wind, cdI|g1, in the standard run
is again set equal to 6 x 10-2.
Above the surface, the turbulent shear stress is calculated using a flux-
gradient formulation,
iM =p[o]
v(P)gp 2 g
where
P 3
vuv(P) = 10( ) m2/
The vertical diffusion of momentum by the turbulent eddies is then calculated
from the shear stress as F g .
2.5 Description of the control run
This Section briefly summarizes the standard control run.
The free parameters used in the standard control run are:
* VTr(P) = 1() 3m2/S
V vm(P) = 10(y)3m2/S
e cdav = 0.06
e O'= -30 K / 2500 km
dTe -7 K/km
* rd = 10 days
The standard control run has an isothermal stratosphere above 200 mb.
There are 17 equally spaced pressure levels with a resolution of 62.5 mb. The
channel width is 10,000 km with a resolution of 312.5 km. The channel length is
5,260 km with a resolution of 328.8 km.
Chapter 3
Analysis of the control run
3.1 PV gradients in the RCE state of the con-
trol run
Figures 3-1 displays the pv gradients. divided by 3, for the initial state of the con-
trol run. This is the RCE state that the model is being forced towards. The large
negative pv gradients at the lowest model level are due to the surface temperature
gradients. The large positive pv gradients at the tropopause are due to the jump
in the static stability in the lower stratosphere. The negative pv gradients at the
sides of the jet are due to the curvature of the jet.
3.2 Time evolution to the equilibrated state
This Section looks at the evolution of the model's climate from the RCE state to
the equilibrated state.
Figure 3-2 shows the time evolution of the zonal mean pv gradients at the
center of the channel for the first 200 days of the control run integration. The
symmetric state spins up after the first 20 days. After day 120, the eddies fluxes
are large enough to perceptibly modify the mean pv gradients. The modification
of the mean flow starts in the ABL with an increase in the magnitude of the pv
gradients at the surface and a decrease at the top of the ABL, approximately 700
mb. This adjustment is due to the vertical eddy heat transports which cool the
surface and heat the upper region of the ABL. The efficient mixing of potential
temperature by fluxes at the air-sea interface compensate for this cooling at the
lower boundary and actually reduce the static stability. This decrease in the static
stability increases the slope of the isentropes and the pv gradients near the lower
boundary. In the upper region of the ABL the vertical eddy fluxes of heat reduce
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the slope of the isentropes and decrease the pv gradients. PV gradients at the
tropopause begin to change 20 days after the initial adjustment in the ABL. The
homogenization of pv above the ABL is maximized after day 160.
Figure 3-3 shows the evolution of the amplitude of the perturbation pv over
the same 200 day period as Figure 3-2. The perturbation pv grows linearly,
increasing by an order of magnitude every 15 days, until day 120. The ampli-
tude of the perturbation pv becomes equilibrated when the homogenization of
the zonal mean pv above the ABL is maximized, near day 160. The equilibrated
perturbation pv has a primary peak at the surface and a secondary peak at the
tropopause. There is a minimum in the mid-troposphere where the pv gradients
have been homogenized.
Figure 3-4 shows a latitude pressure cross-section of the zonal mean pv
gradients just before the run equilibrates. at day 140. This figure shows the the
pv mixing begins at the sides of the jet between 400-500 mb. Figure 3-5 shows the
amplitude of the perturbation pv on the same day as Figure 3-4. The perturbation
pv peaks away from the surface and has only one maximum near 925 mb. The
amplitude peaks at the center of the channel and is symmetric about the channel
center. Figure 3-6 shows the total pv at 656 mb for the same day as the previous
two figures. The 656 mb pressure level was chosen because this is the level where
the pv gradients above the ABL are minimized in the equilibrated state. The
perturbations are confined within 2000 km on either side of the channel center.
The amplitude of the eddies is still increasing and the flow has not yet become
equilibrated.
Figures 3-7, 3-8, and 3-9 show the zonal mean pv gradients. the amplitude of
the perturbation pv, and the pv at 656 mb when the flow has become equilibrated.,
respectively. Figure 3-7 shows that the equilibrated state is characterized by a
minimum in the pv gradients all along the jet. Above this homogenized region
the pv gradients are relatively unchanged from the initial RCE state. Figure 3-8
shows that the amplitude of the equilibrated perturbation pv is symmetric about
the channel center and has a minimum in the region where the pv gradients have
been eliminated. Figure 3-9 Shows that the equilibrated perturbation pv distorts
the pv contours beyond 2500 km on either side of the channel center. Plots of the
time evolution of the streamfunction on pressure surfaces between 720 mb and 530
mb ( figures not shown) have shown that the streamfunction does not have closed
contours in the control run. Therefore, the mixing of pv in CNT is significantly
different from the studies of RY which discussed the mixing of pv in subtropical
ocean gyres. In this model, efficient pv mixing occurs near the critical level but
without closed geostrophic contours.
Figure 3-10 shows the zonal mean pv gradients averaged between day 600
and 1000. The equilibrated pv gradients are very large in the lowest two levels
relative to the initial pv gradients. These large gradients are a product of the small
static stability which increases the slope of the insentropes. The pv gradients
are negative at the first level and positive above. Therefore, the equilibrated
state of the model is very unstable by inviscid, adiabatic theories of baroclinic
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adjustment. Section 3.3 looks at the linear stability characteristic of the control
run. Section 3.4 shows that the mixing in CNT is essentially quasi-linear, although
the nonlinearities play a significant role in modifying the phase speed of the eddies.
Section 3.5 will show that the dynamical balance in the ABL is quasi-linear and
that the large downgradient transport of pv in the ABL is balanced by the vertical
diffusion of heat. Section 3.6 looks at the vertical structure of the eddies that are
responsible for the maintenance of the equilibrated state.
3.3 Linear three-dimensional time dependent
stability analysis
In order to get a sense of whether or not the nonlinear wave-wave interactions play
a significant role in the maintenance of the equilibrated state, a linear stability
analysis was done. A one-dimensional stability analysis can provide an estimate
of the stability of the three-dimensional basic state, but this stability is dependent
upon an accurate estimate of the meridional wavelength of the eddies (Ioannou and
Lindzen 1986. Lin and Pierrehumbert 1988). This estimate determines whether or
not the eddies are linearly stable. In order to get a more accurate estimate of the
linear stability of perturbations to the symmetric equilibrium and equilibrated
mean states of the nonlinear time dependent model, the nonlinear model was
linearized about these basic states. In order to understand the evolution of the
wave-mean flow interaction to the equilibrated state, a study of the evolution of
the growth rate of waves 1 and 2 from the symmetric state to the equilibrated
state was done. All of the forcings used in the nonlinear run are also used in the
linearized run. The symmetric state is the state without eddies. where the forcings
are allowed to come into equilibrium. The mean states used in these studies were
instantaneous in time but zonally averaged. Therefore, the mean state of the
three dimensional model is approximated by a two dimensional basic state. The
stability of a perturbation on this basic state will be different from the stability
of a perturbation on a wavy basic state.
The perturbations on these basic states are assumed to be of the form
= Ooexp[ik(x 
- ct)],
where 00 is the amplitude function, k is the zonal wave number, and c is the phase
speed which can be written in terms of its real and imaginary parts: c = c, + Zc2 .
.The growth rate and real phase speeds of these perturbations are calculated
following Gall (1976). The growth rate is calculated from the kinetic energy
1 dKekc - dt
2 Ke di
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where Ke is the total eddy kinetic energy of the wave. The real part of the phase
speed is calculated as
Cr [k(#) + I2)]-1(Oc & - 9, t)S C at at
where O, and ?c are the Fourier coefficients of the perturbation streamfunction,#.
The 3D analysis was done using the two-dimensional zonal mean symmetric
equilibrium and equilibrated states of the control run. (Figures 3-20).
Figure 3-11 shows the time evolution of the wave 1 streamfunction at the
center of the channel using the 2D symmetric state of CNT, this state will be
referred to as 2D-CNT-SYM. The growth rate of wave 1 is equal to 0.12/day and
the real phase speed is equal to 11.1 m/s. This is consistent with the results of the
previous section that showed that the region of pv mixing occurred in areas where
the zonal mean wind was approximately 12 m/s. Figure 3-12 shows the vertical
and meridional structure of the wave 1 streamfunction. A meridional wavelength
can be estimated from this distribution by calculating the distance to the half
maximum. Assuming that this is equivalent to 60 degrees of the wavelength, the
meridional wavelength would be 6 times this distance. The meridional structure
of the wave is seen to be approximately defined by the structure of the jet (the jet
goes to zero at the edges of the figure). The width of the streamfunction at the
tropopause at half maximum is approximately 3.800 km. This yields an estimate
of the meridional wavelength of 11,4000 km or 2.2 times the zonal wavelength.
This means that the meridional scale of the eddies is approximately defined by
the width of the jet, which is 5,000 km.
Figure 3-13 shows the time evolution of the wave 2 streamfunction at the
center of the channel on the 2D-CNT-SYM. The growth rate of wave 2 is equal
to 0.12/day and the real phase speed is estimated to be 10.4 m/s. Figure 3-14
shows the vertical and meridional structure of the wave 2 streamfunction. The
width of the streamfunction at- 600 mb at half maximum is approximately 1,900
km, which gives an estimate of a meridional wavelength that is 2.2 times the zonal
wavelength. Therefore, the meridional wavelength of wave 2 is half that estimated
for the wave 1 streamfunction.
Figure 3-1.5 shows the evolution of the growth rate of wave 1 from the sym-
metric state to the equilibrated state. Only days 110 to 210 are displayed. The
growth rate is calculated at 10 day intervals up to day 120 and after day 170. The
growth rate is calculated at 2.5 day intervals between day 130 and day 160. The
stars on the bottom axis of the figure mark the days where the growth rates were
calculated. Each growth rate was calculated by linearizing the nonlinear time-
depeiident model about the zonally averaged mean state at that day. The growth
rates are calculated for each of the 16 pressure levels at which the perturbation
streamfunction is defined.
For day 110 to 125, the growth rate is relatively constant from the surface to
the 200 mb pressure level, where the amplitude of the perturbation streamfunction
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has a maximum. The growth rate decreases sharply above 200 mb, where the
amplitude of the perturbation streamfunction also decreases sharply ( Figure 3-
11).
At day 130, which is coincident with a temporary decrease in the pv gradients
above the ABL ( Figure 3-2), the growth rates temporarily decrease. At day 140
the growth rates are essentially the same as for the symmetric state. Between day
145 and 150 the growth rates change from those characteristic of the symmetric
state to those characteristic of the equilibrated state. All growth rates below 200
mb are negative after day 145. The decrease in the growth rate over a short period
is very significant because this means that when the basic state deviates from the
equilibrated state, the eddies will be very efficient at adjusting the basic state
back to the equilibrated state.
Figure 3-15 shows that wave 1 is linearly damped in the equilibrated state
with a damping rate of -0.1/day. This result is most likely due to the use of a
zonally averaged basic state in the linear stability analysis. Removing the waves
from the basic state, removes the eddy available potential energy. If a wavy basic
state had been used in the stability analysis, there would have an additional source
of energy to be converted into eddy kinetic energy. This additional source of energy
may cause the waves to be neutral to the basic state instead of damped. This is
consistent with the balance of terms in perturbation pe equation for the control
run ( Figure 3-26). This figure shows that the nonlinear wave-wave interaction
term in the equation ( *'s) is a positive tendency in the mid troposphere.
Figure 3-16 shows the evolution of the growth rate of wave 2 from the sym-
metric state to the equilibrated state. The stars on the bottom axis of the figure
mark the days where the growth rates were calculated. Wave 2 does not have as
sharp a transition between growth and decay as wave 1 Figure 3-15). The growth
of wave 2 begins to slow after day 120 and becomes neutral at day 140. After day
140 wave 2 is damped. Wave 2 becomes neutral 5 days before wave 1. Therefore.
wave 2 may play a role in the equilibration of the mean flow through wave-wave
interaction but not through wave-mean flow interaction because wave 2 begins to
decay before the basic state has become equilibrated.
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Figure 3-2: Time evolution of the zonal mean pv gradients
at the center of the channel from the RCE state to the equi-
librated state from the control run, in units of #.
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Figure 3-3: Time evolution of the amplitude of the perturba-
tion pv at the center of the channel from the RCE state to the
equilibrated state from the control run, in units of 10~5/s.
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Figure 3-4: Latitude pressure cross-section of the zonal mean
pv gradients at day 140 from the control run, in units of 3.
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Figure 3-5: Latitude pressure cross-section of the zonal mean
amplitude of the perturbation pv at day 140 from the control
run, in units of 10- 5/s.
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Figure 3-6: PV
from the control
on the 656 mb pressure surface at day 140
run, in units of 10- 5/s.
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Figure 3-7: Latitude pressure cross-section of the zonal mean
pv gradients at day 160 from the control run, in units of 3.
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Figure 3-8: Latitude pressure cross-section of the zonal mean
amplitude of the perturbation pv at day 160 from the control
run, in units of.10~ 5/s.
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pv at 656mb on day 160 (x 1.e-5/s)
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Figure 3-9: PV on the 656 mb pressure surface at day 160
from the control run, in units of 10- 5/s.
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Figure 3-10: PV gradients of the equilibrated state of the
control run averaged between day 600-1000, in units of 3.
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Figure 3-11: Time evolution of the amplitude of wave 1 at
the center of the channel on 2D-CNT-SYM.
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Figure 3-12: Latitudinal pressure distribution of the ampli-
tude of wave 1 on 2D-CNT-SYM.
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Figure 3-13: Time evolution of the amplitude of wave 2 at
the center of the channel on 2D-CNT-SYM.
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Figure 3-14: Latitudinal pressure distribution of the ampli-
tude of wave 2 on 2D-CNT-SYM.
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Figure 3-15: Time evolution of the growth rate of wave 1 at
the center of the channel from the RCE state to the equi-
librated state from the control run, in units of 1/day. The
contour interval is 0.02/day. The stars on the bottom axis
of the figure show the days at which the growth rates were
calculated.
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Figure 3-16: Time evolution of the growth rate of wave 2 at
the center of the channel from the RCE state to the equi-
librated state from the control run, in units of 1/day. The
contour interval is 0.02/day. The stars on the bottom axis
of the figure sh6w the days at which the growth rates were
calculated.
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3.4 Nonlinear versus quasi-linear equilibra-
tions
In order to understand the role of the nonlinear wave-wave interactions in de-
termining the equilibrated mean state and eddy fluxes, a run with the same pa-
rameters as the control run but with the wave-wave interactions suppressed was
run. This run will be referred to as WMF. Figure 3-17 shows the equilibrated
pv gradients of the WMF run. Comparing this figure to Figure 3-10, equilibrated
pv gradients in the control run, it is seen that the pv gradients below 700 mb are
very similar but above 700 mb the fields are different. At 6.56 mb. both CNT
and WMF have a minimum in the pv gradients- but, while the CNT gradients
are almost equal to zero, the WMF gradients are approximately 2#. Above 656
mb, the magnitude of the pv gradients at the center of the channel begin to differ
significantly. It is seen that the pv gradients of WMF are less homogenized and
are actually larger than the RCE gradients above the ABL.
Another important difference between these two equilibrated pv gradients is
the meridional extent of the pv gradients. The pv gradients of WMF are confined
to a much smaller meridional region than the CNT gradients. The width of the
CNT gradients is relatively unchanged from the RCE gradients.
Figures 3-18 and 3-19 show the static stability and meridional temperature
gradients at the center of the channel, respectively, for CNT, WMF and a quasi-
linear run where only the fundamental wave is allowed to interact with the mean
flow. This run will be referred to as WVl. It is first of all interesting to note
that WV1 and WMF are essentially the same. This means that the interaction
between the fundamental wave and the mean flow is the dominant quasi-linear
process.
In the ABL, below 750 mb. all three runs have essentially the same meridional
temperature gradients (Figure 3-19). This means that the shear at the surface
is essentially the same for all three runs. Figures 3-20 and 3-21 display the
latitude pressure cross-sections of the zonal mean wind for the equilibrated states
of WMF and CNT, respectively. The regions where the equilibrated pv gradients
are between +/- 0.53 have been shaded in. Since the mixing of pv would be
expected to occur near the critical level, the value of the zonal mean wind in
the region of mixing is an indication of the phase speed of the waves that are
responsible for the mixing. These figures show that the shear in the ABL is the
same for WMF and CNT but -the magnitude of the zonal mean wind of WMF
at the surface is twice that of CNT. The homogenization of the pv in WMF
(Figure 3-20) is seen to occur all along the region where the zonal mean wind
is approximately 12 m/s, except in the ABL where this region is in an area with
strong damping. Since the mixing would be expected to occur in the region
near the critical level, the real phase speed of the eddies that are responsible
for the mixing would be approximately 12 m/s. A comparison of the shaded
regions in Figure 3-21 with the values of the zonal mean wind shows that the
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relationship between the zonal mean wind and the homogenization of pv is not
as simple in the fully nonlinear run. In the fully nonlinear run, the control run,
the homogenization of pv on the sides of the jet occurs in regions where the zonal
mean wind is approximately 7.5 m/s, while at 625 mb the mixing occurs in the
region where the zonal mean wind is close to 13 m/s. Therefore, the nonlinearities
are responsible for causing the relationship between the phase speed of the wave
and the area of mixing to be more complicated than in the quasi-linear run. This
may be due to the phase speed of the wave being a function of latitude or more
than one wave being responsible for the mixing.
Above the ABL, Figure 3-19 shows that the meridional temperature gradi-
ents of the quasi-linear (WMFWV1) runs begin to show large differences from
the nonlinear (CNT) runs. The large reduction in the meridional temperature
gradients, that extends from 750 mb to 500 mb, in CNT is absent in WMF. Fig-
ures 3-20 and 3-21 show that the magnitude of the zonal mean wind at the jet in
the equilibrated state of WMF is essentially unchanged from radiative equilibrium
while the magnitude of the wind at the jet in the equilibrated state of CNT is
reduced by a factor of 13%. The barotropic shear is larger, and the jet width is
more meridionally confined, at the tropopause level in the equilibrated state of
WMF, relative to the equilibrated state of CNT. This suggests that the eddies are
also more meridionally confined in the equilibrated state of WMF. compared to
CNT (Ioannou and Lindzen 1986).
The degree of homogenization above the ABL, above 656 mb, is determined
by the increase in the static stability and the decrease in the meridional tem-
perature gradients, both of which are less adjusted in the WMF run. Therefore,
the equilibrated state of the run which suppresses the wave-wave interactions is
fundamentally different from the run which is fully nonlinear.
The latitudinal distribution of the vertical eddy heat fluxes gives a clue as to
why there is such a large difference between the equilibrated states of CNT and
WMF. Figures 3-22 and 3-23 show the latitudinal pressure distributions of the
zonally averaged vertical eddy heat fluxes for CNT and WMF, respectively. These
figures show that the nonlinear wave-wave interactions cause the latitudinal extent
of the eddies fluxes to increase and the magnitude of the fluxes at the center of
the channel to decrease. An average over the region where the eddy fluxes are
smaller than -0.01 K Pa/s is the same for both runs. Therefore, the difference
in the static stability is primarily due to the way in which the eddy fluxes in the
static stability equation were evaluated since an areal average across the whole
domain causes the WMF fluxes to be much smaller than the CNT fluxes.
The nonlinear cascade of enstrophy to smaller scales allows shorter waves
to influence the dynamics. The most significant wave being wave 2 which has a
zonal wind contribution which is symmetric about the channel center and causes
the zonal mean winds to decrease at the center of the channel and increase on
either side of the channel center. This results in a horizontally broader zonal
mean wind, with smaller surface winds at the center of the channel. The lack of
homogenization at the center of the channel in the WMF run may be due to the
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steering level being in a region of strong damping. A reduction in the zonal mean
surface winds, while holding the temperature in the ABL relatively fixed because
of strong thermal damping, causes the steering level to move upwards. In the
CNT run, the steering level has been raised above the region of strong damping
so that the eddy pv fluxes can eliminate the pv gradients more effectively.
These results demonstrate that the large differences between the CNT run
and the WMF run are partly due to the way in which the model evaluates the
static stability. It would be of interest to see if calculating the static stability
locally, instead of averaged over the horizontal domain, would cause the fully
nonlinear and the wave-mean flow runs to be more similar. The large differences
in the two runs is also due to the nonlinear cascade which broadens the jet and
raises the steering level above the region of strong thermal damping.
In order to isolate the importance of resolving the nonlinear cascade, a run
was done holding the static stability fixed at the equilibrated static stability of
the control run, referred. to from here on as WV1FS. Therefore, the difference
between this run and the control run is that all wave-wave interactions and all
wave-mean flow interactions, except for those due to wave 1, have been neglected
in the quasi-geostrophic tendency equation. Figure 3-24 shows the equilibrated
zonal mean pv gradients from this run. It is seen that the homogenization of
pv above the boundary layer is resolved without the nonlinear cascade. Figure
3-25 shows a comparison of the pv gradients above the ABL for CNT. WV1. and
WV1FS. The dashed line with the +'s designates the initial state of the WV1FS
run. Comparing this dashed line to the other two dashed lines it is seen that
the adjustment to the pv gradients above the ABL with the fixed static stability
already accounts for most of the pv homogenization. Very little adjustment by the
meridional heat fluxes is needed to completely eliminate the pv gradients above
the ABL. This figure shows that even though the pv gradients of V1FS are
equal to those of CNT below 700 mb, the gradients above 700 mb deviate sharply.
WV1FS has essentially no adjus'tment above 550 mb. Since Figures 3-18 and
3-19 showed that a run with only wave 1 is essentially the same as a wave-mean
flow run which allowed all resolved waves, it can be concluded that the adjustment
above 550 mb in CNT is due to the nonlinear wave-wave interactions.
3.5 Maintenance of the perturbation pv
This Section looks at the dynamical balances which maintains the perturbation pv
in the control run. The balance of terms in the perturbation potential enstrophy
(pe) tendency equation clearly show the eddy feedbacks that are maintaining
the wave activity. This equation is derived by multiplying the equation for the
perturbation pv tendency by the perturbation pv. This equation is:
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Figure 3-17: Latitude pressure cross-section of the zonally
averaged pv gradients in the equilibrated state of WMF, in
units of #.
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Figure 3-18: Comparison of the static stability at the center
of the channel for CNT,WMF and WV1.
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Figure 3-19: Comparison of the meridional temperature gra-
dients at the center of the channel for CNT,WMF and WV1.
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Figure 3-20: Latitude pressure cross-section of the zonal
mean wind in the equilibrated state of WMF, with shaded
regions for zonal mean pv gradients between +/- 0.5#.
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Figure 3-21: Latitude pressure cross-section of the zonal
mean wind in the equilibrated state of CNT, with shaded
regions for zonal mean pv gradients between +/- 0.5#.
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Figure 3-23: Latitude pressure cross-section of the zonal
mean vertical eddy heat fluxes in the equilibrated state of
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Figure 3-24: Latitude pressure cross-section of the zonally
averaged pv gradients in the equilibrated state of WV1FS,
when the static stability is held fixed at the static stability
from the equilibrated state of the control run, in units of p.
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where v is the meridional wind and primes designate deviations from the zonal
mean.
The perturbation pe is equivalent to the magnitude of the potential vorticity
anomalies. The terms in the perturbation pe tendency equation indicate which
processes are responsible for the maintenance of the anomalies. The first term
on the right hand side is the quasi-linear flux of potential vorticity and will be
referred to as the downgradient transport of perturbation pv because the correla-
tion between the mean pv flux and the mean pv gradients tends to be negative.
Therefore, this term can be thought of as the downgradient transport of pertur-
bation pv which reduces the mean pv gradients and is a source of perturbation
pv. The second term on the right hand side is due to the flux of perturbation
pv by wave-wave interactions. This flux represents a cascade of perturbation pv
to smaller scales and acts as a transfer of perturbation pv from the larger scales
to the smaller scales. The last large expression on the right hand side consists
of the vertical diffusion of heat, Newtonian cooling, and the vertical diffusion of
momentum. respectively. All of these act to damp out the perturbation pv. except
for the thermal diffusion at the second model level due to the large decrease in
the static stability.
A plot of the terms in the perturbation pe tendency equation for the control
run is shown in Figure 3-26. This figure shows that the nonlinear wave-wave
interactions become significant above the boundary layer. The balance of terms
in the perturbation pe equation show that the nonlinear cascade of perturbation
pv is dominant between 400 and 500 mb. Within the ABL the dynamical balance
is between the quasi-linear pv transport and the thermal diffusion. The nonlinear
wave-wave cascade is insignificant within the ABL and the dynamics are essentially
thermally dissipating Rossby waves as discussed by McIntyre and Norton (1990).
3.6 Perturbation pv and pv fluxes in the equi-
librated state
This Section outlines the structure of the perturbation pv in the control run that
is responsible for the maintenance of the equilibrated state. Figure 3-7 shows the
zonal mean latitude pressure cross-section of the amplitude of the perturbation pv
in the equilibrated state of the control run. The perturbation pv has two peaks.
The primary peak is at the first model level and there is a secondary peak at
the tropopause. This perturbation pv has a zonal wavelength corresponding to
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the fundamental wavelength of the model ( 5260 km). Contributions from other
wavelengths are negligible.
In order to determine if the perturbation pv at the tropopause is significantly
contributing to the pv fluxes within the ABL, the perturbation pv, Figure 3-7, is
separated into four regions. These regions are the ABL, the mid troposphere, the
tropopause region, and the stratosphere. The tropopause region is defined here
as the region between 200 and 350mb. The pv anomalies in each region are then
inverted to get the perturbation streamfunction. The zonal mean pv fluxes due
to each region are then calculated from the perturbation streamfunction for each
region and the perturbation pv of the total field. Therefore the pv fluxes in the
ABL that are due to the pv anomalies at the tropopause are a function of the
winds in the ABL, which are calculated from the inverted pv anomalies at the
tropopause, and the total pv anomalies within the ABL.
It was important to do this study because previous studies of the role of the
tropopause in the dynamics within the ABL ( Pavan 1996, Robinson 1988), have
concluded that the pv anomalies at the tropopause do not significantly contribute
to the pv fluxes within the ABL. It is not possible to determine the impact of the pv
anomalies at the tropopause on the ABL from the amplitude of the pv anomalies
alone, as seen in the results of Robinson (1988). The results of this study are
important in understanding whether the equilibrated state is maintained by deep
eddies, and Eady-like dynamics, or by shallow waves, and Charney-like dynamics.
If the waves that maintain the equilibrated state have deep structure then the
dynamics within the ABL will be dependent upon changes in the mean state at
the tropopause. Inverting pv anomalies in different vertical layers of the model
will be used to illustrate the structure of the perturbation pv and pv fluxes in the
equilibrated state. One note of caution is that dividing a pv anomaly, which has
deep vertical structure, into vertical regions and inverting these regions to get the
pv fluxes may lead to wrong conclusions since the pv flux due to the mode is a
sum of all of these fluxes and arbitrary divisions can result in fluxes that have
no physical meaning. The division was found to be physically significant in this
study because the pv anomalies below the tropopause region were found to make
a very small contribution to the pv fluxes within the ABL.
Figure 3-27 shows the latitude pressure cross-section of the zonal mean pv
fluxes for the equilibrated state of the control run. Figure 3-28 shows the latitude
pressure cross-section of the zonal mean pv fluxes that are calculated from the pv
anomalies at the tropopause. Comparing Figure 3-27 to Figure 3-28, it is seen
that the pv anomalies at the tropopause are responsible for the majority of the
pv fluxes within the ABL, and elsewhere as well. From this is can be concluded
that the interactions between the perturbation pv at the tropopause and within
the ABL are important in the maintenance of the equilibrated state.
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Figure 3-27: Latitude pressure cross-section of the zonal
mean pv fluxes for the equilibrated state of the control run.
Latitudinal axis is in units of gridpoints, where the channel
width (33 gridpoints) is equal to 10,000 km.
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Figure 3-28: Latitude pressure cross-section of the zonal
mean pv fluxes that are calculated from the pv anomalies
at the tropopause. Latitudinal axis is in units of gridpoints,
where the channel width (33 gridpoints) is equal to 10,000
km.
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Chapter 4
Standard model run compared
to observations
The standard model run has been chosen to approximate observations of the
Northern Hemisphere winter climate as closely as possible, given the simple rep-
resentations of heating and friction and the construction of the ABL in the model.
4.1 Distributions of pseudopotential vorticity
Figure 4-1 displays contours of zonal mean Ertel's potential vorticity and po-
tential temperature for the Northern Hemisphere January 1982-1994 climatology,
produced from the NCEP-NCAR reanalysis dataset. Dashed lines in the figure
are contours of potential temperature. The lowest contour is 2701K and the highest
contour is 320K, the contour interval is 10K. The solid lines are contours of poten-
tial vorticity (ipv) in units of m 2 s-'iK with a contour interval of 5X10-8 m 2 --'K.
Figure 4-2 displays the January 1982-1994 zonal mean meridional gradient of Er-
tel's ipv divided by the contribution from the planetary vorticity, from the same
dataset as Figure 4-1. Figures 4-1 and 4-2 show that the ipv in mid latitudes is
characterized by large gradients below 800 mb and at the tropopause. Below 800
mb. the meridional temperature gradients are large due to the heating of the at-
mosphere by the underlying ocean or land. The heating of the air near the surface
causes turbulent fluxes of heat and momentum to mix momentum and heat. This
heating and mixing results in small values of static stability near the ground. Both
the large temperature gradients and the small static stability contribute to the
large ipv gradients in the atmospheric boundary layer (ABL). Large ipv gradients
are also found at the tropopause where the high ipv stratospheric air interfaces
the low ipv tropospheric air.
At the top of the ABL, where thermal capping inversions occur, air from
above the ABL is entrained into the boundary layer which can cause ipv gradients
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just above the ABL to become negative, as is seen in Figure 4-2. The region of ipv
homogenization, which can be seen clearly in Figure 4-1 where the ipv contours
are parallel to the isentropes between 40N and 70N, 600 and 700 mb, occurs in the
region where the large scale baroclinically unstable Rossby waves have a critical
level. Non reversible mixing of ipv along the isentropes reduces the ipv gradients
and the slope of the isentropes in this region. The ipv gradients between this region
and the tropopause have reduced ipv gradients relative to radiative equilibrium
estimates but they are still large relative to #.
In quasi-geostrophic dynamics, pseudopotential vorticity (pv) is conserved
following the geostrophic wind, in the absence of friction and diabatic heating.
This differs significantly from the conservation of ipv along isentropic surfaces.
PV is conserved following an isobaric trajectory while ipv is conserved following
an air parcel (Hoskins, McIntyre, and Robertson 1985).
The gradient of ipv along isentropes is related to the gradient of pv along
pressure surfaces,
V(IPV) ~ -g dp V(PV)
dp
W'here d"re is the reference potential temperature distribution. Dividing
Vo(IPV) by the gradient of IPV due to the planetary vorticity gives
V 9(IPV) V,(PV)
dp
The gradient of ipv along isentropes divided by the contribution due to the plane-
tary vorticity is approximately equal to the gradient of pv along pressure surfaces
divided by #.
Comparing the observations, Figure 4-2, to the equilibrated state of the
model, 3-10, it is seen that the qualitative features of the observed pv distribution
are resolved by the model. Quantitatively the pv gradients in the ABL are larger
than the observations. This will be discussed further in the Section on static
stability.
4.2 Structure. of the mean temperature
Figures 4-3 compares the static stability of the control run to observations. Since
the eddy diffusion coefficient is a continuous function of height, the large pv gradi-
ents in the ABL extend much higher, and the static stability peaks much higher,
than in observations. The static stability in the control run below 700 is signifi-
cantly smaller than observations. The magnitude and vertical profile of the static
stability above 700 mb closely approximates observations.
4.3 Structure of the zonal mean eddy fluxes
Model runs which have diffusion coefficients which go to zero below 750 mb,
discussed in Section 5.2.3, have much more realistic mean static stability and a
larger region of pv homogenization. The continuous eddy diffusion coefficient has
been chosen for the control run to allow the region over which the vertical eddy
heat fluxes play a significant role to be a function of the other parameters in the
model. Limiting the thermal diffusion to a region closer to the surface would yield
a more realistic representation of a thermal capping inversion.
Figures 4-4 compares the meridional temperature gradients of the control run
to observations. The large thermal damping in the ABL prevents the reduction of
the meridional temperature gradients at the lowest levels by the large scale eddies.
These gradients are seen to be too large relative to observations. Model runs which
allow the surface temperatures to vary show that the lack of adjustment is due
to the way in which the control run calculates a surface air temperature. The
control run assumes that the surface air potential temperature is equal to the
potential temperature at the first model level. This assumption of a well mixed
layer between the first model level and the surface couples the dynamics at the
first model level with the dynamics at the surface. When an equation for the
surface temperature is coupled to the qg equations, the temperature at the first
model level displays much more variability. The equilibrated temperatures are
much closer to observations when the surface temperature is calculated from a
thermodynamic balance at the surface. In these runs, fluxes of heat into (out of)
the ocean cool (warm) the surface air temperature. Results from these runs are
discussed in Chapter 4. In the runs without an explicit surface air temperature,
fluxes of heat converge into the first model level.
Above the ABL, the pv has been homogenized (Figure 3-10). This homog-
enization extends along the sides of the jet, where the large scale waves have a
critical level. The homogenization is a result of both increased static stability and
decreased horizontal temperature gradients. This region of homogenization closely
approximates the homogenization of ipv that is seen in observations (Figures 4-1
and 4-2).
Above the homogenized pv region, the pv gradients are reduced less and
less with height and are relatively unchanged at the tropopause ( Figure 3-10 ),
although there is a small increase in the static stability by vertical heat fluxes at
the tropopause. In the upper troposphere, the meridional temperature gradients
from observations are completely different from those of the control run. The
dynamics that are responsible for the observed temperature gradients in the upper
troposphere are not adequately resolved in this simple process model.
4.3 Structure of the zonal mean eddy fluxes
The zonal mean eddy sensible heat fluxes of the control run have been chosen
to approximate observations of the Northern Hemisphere wintertime eddy heat
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fluxes. Sensible heat fluxes will be referred to as heat fluxes in what follows.
Therefore, the zonal mean eddy heat fluxes from the model are compared to
the zonal mean stationary plus transient eddy heat fluxes of the observations.
Figure 4-5 shows the zonal mean meridional eddy heat fluxes of the equilibrated
control run and observations. Figure 4-6 shows the zonal mean vertical eddy
heat fluxes, of the equilibrated control run and observations. The magnitude and
vertical structure of the model fluxes resemble the observed fluxes qualitatively.
Both the vertical and meridional eddy heat fluxes peak at 800 mb, due to the
thermal damping in the ABL. Without the thermal damping the fluxes peak at
the surface.
The major inadequacy of the model fluxes is the absence of a secondary peak
in the meridional eddy heat flux in the upper troposphere. A secondary peak in
the vertical eddy heat flux at the tropopause is seen in the model fluxes instead.
Therefore, the vertical eddy heat flux is significant in modifying the temperature
structure at the tropopause instead of the meridional heat fluxes. This may be due
to the limitations of the quasi-geostrophic equations in representing the dynamics
at the tropopause.
Since the dynamics is this model are dry, the energy transport due to water
vapor fluxes has been neglected. These fluxes are responsible for approximately
35% of the total energy transport in the lower troposphere (Peixoto and Oort
1992). In order to compensate for the neglected water vapor fluxes, the vertically
averaged total eddy energy transport has been chosen to closely approximate the
observed total eddy energy transport.
Figure 4-7 shows the zonal mean meridional circulation heat fluxes of the
equilibrated control run and observations. The potential temperature transport
has been averaged instead of the temperature transport to take into account the
cancellation between the sensible heat flux and the potential energy flux. This
cancellation is only significant between the mean fluxes since the eddy potential
energy flux is small relative to the eddy sensible heat flux (Peixoto and Oort 1992).
Given the difference between the two observational datasets, the magnitude and
vertical distribution of the model's mean meridional fluxes closely approximates
the observed distribution. The vertically averaged mean potential temperature
flux is equal to -4.26 Km/s at the center of the channel. The ratio of the vertically
averaged eddy energy flux to the mean eddy flux is equal to -17.21/4.26= -4.03 K
m/s compared to -19/4= -4.75 K m/s in observations.
Figure 4-8 shows the zonal mean eddy momentum fluxes for the control run
compared to observations. This figure shows that the model resembles the vertical
structure and magnitude of the observations quite well, except at the surface. At
the lowest level, the observations have negative momentum fluxes, while the model
has positive fluxes which are very small. Since the model's fluxes were calculated
using only geostrophic winds, this difference may be due to the ageostrophic winds
near the surface.
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Figure 4-1: Ertel's potential vorticity and potential temper-
ature in the Northern Hemisphere calculated from NCEP-
NCAR January 1982-1994 climatology.
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Figure 4-2: Isentropic gradients of Ertel's potential vortic-
ity, divided by the contribution from the planetary vorticity,
in the Northern Hemisphere calculated from NCEP-NCAR
January 1982-1994 climatology.
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Figure 4-3: Static stability of the equilibrated state of the
control run vs NCEP January 1982-1994 observations.
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Figure 4-4: Meridional temperature gradients of the equili-
brated state of the control run vs NCEP January 1982-1994
observations.
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Figure 4-5: Zonal mean eddy heat fluxes of the equilibrated
state of the control run vs January ECMWF (1985-1989) and
NCEP (1982-1995) datasets.
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Figure 4-6: Zonal mean vertical eddy heat fluxes of the equi-
librated state of the control run vs January ECMWF (1985-
1989) and NCEP (1982-1995) datasets.
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Figure 4-7: Zonal mean meridional heat fluxes of the equili-
brated state of the control run vs January ECMWF (1985-
1989) and NCEP (1982-1995) datasets.
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Figure 4-8: Zonal mean eddy momentum fluxes of the equi-
librated state of the control run vs January ECMWF (1985-
1989) and NCEP (1982-1995) datasets.
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Chapter 5
Resolution and domain size
dependence of the equilibrated
states
The previous Chapter discussed the mean climate and fluxes of the control run
compared to observations. In order to determine if the dynamics of the model are
convergent at 17 vertical levels, the model has been run using the same parameter
values but with twice the vertical resolution. In order to determine how the
dynamics of the model change as a function of vertical resolution, the model has
been run with 9, .5, and 3 levels in the vertical.
Since it has been found in other studies that the wave that is responsible
for the most energy transport maybe the largest wave resolved by the model( Cehelsky and Tung 1991), the model has been run with 2 and 5 times the
channel length of the control run, using the same resolution as the control run,
and double the resolution of the control run, both meridionally and zonally. with
the original channel length. The model has also been run with the jet width
doubled to determine if the jet width chosen for the control run, which is close to
the wavelength of the most unstable wave, artificially sets the meridional scale of
the waves.
5.1 Horizontal resolution and domain size
The horizontal resolution and domain size studies have been run to determine if
the dynamics are adequately resolved in the control run. The model has been run
with a channel length 2 and 5 times the channel length of the control run, with
the same resolution as the control run, and double the resolution of the control
run, both meridionally and zonally, with the same channel length.
5.1 Horizontal resolution and domain size
Figure 5-1 shows the zonal mean pv gradients of the equilibrated state of the
doubled resolution run. Comparing Figure 5-1 to the pv gradients of the control
run, Figure 3-10, it is seen that the two runs have similar pv gradients below
625 mb. At approximately 500 mb, the symmetric structure of the pv gradients is
resolved better when the horizontal resolution is increased. This is primarily due
to the increase in the zonal resolution ( Figure not shown). The homogenization of
pv at the center of the channel and the local peaks in the pv gradients on either side
of this homogenized region are more defined. The differences in the pv gradients
are primarily due to the reduction in the magnitude of the meridional temperature
gradients when the horizontal resolution is increased, since the static stability for
the control run and the doubled resolution run are essentially the same ( Figure not
shown). The reduction in the magnitude of the meridional temperature gradients
is consistent with enhanced mixing of pv above the ABL. The differences between
the control run and the doubled resolution run are small relative to the differences
between the symmetric and equilibrated states. Qualitatively, the control run
resolves the pv gradients of the doubled resolution run and is therefore considered
to have adequate resolution to resolve the dynamics.
The model's equilibrated climate and mean fluxes are insensitive to a dou-
bling of the channel length. When the channel length is increased 5 times from
5,260 km to 26,300 km, which is approximately the distance around a latitude
circle at 49 degrees. the equilibrated model climate and mean fluxes change sig-
nificantly. Figure .5-2 shows a comparison of the pv gradients above the ABL
for a channel length of 1. 2, and 5 times the channel length of the control run.
These runs will be referred to as 1X, 2X and 5X, respectively. This figure shows
that, above 600 mb, the pv gradients are less adjusted as the channel length is
increased. Below 600 mb, the pv gradients of the 1X and 2X runs are essentially
the same. The 5X pv gradients below 600 mb are significantly reduced relatively
to the 1X and 2X runs. This difference is due to the vertical structure of the
meridional temperature gradients, since the vertical structure of the equilibrated
static stability for the three runs are essentially the same (Figure not shown). The
balance of terms in the perturbation potential entrophy equation are discussed in
Chapter 3. Figure 3-26 from Chapter 3 shows the balance of terms in the pertur-
bation potential enstrophy tendency equation for the control run. This equation
is a useful diagnostic to see what processes are responsible for the maintenance
of the perturbation potential vorticity. A discussion of this equation is included
in Section 3.5. It is seen in this figure that between 400-500 mb the dominant
balance is between the nonlinear wave-wave interactions, designated by *'s, and
the Newtonian cooling, designated by x's. This is the region where the 5 times
channel length results diverge from those of the control run. Figure 5-3 shows
the balance of terms in the perturbation potential entrophy tendency equation
for the 5 times channel length. This figure shows that all of the terms in the
perturbation pe tendency equation are smaller above the ABL when the channel
length is increased by a factor of five. This difference can be understood in terms
of the eddy available potential energy. Wavepackets propagating along a 26,300
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km latitude circle will have less eddy available potential energy than wavepackets
confined to a 5,260 km channel with periodic boundary conditions.
The wavelength of the wave that is responsible for the majority of the pv
transport is 5,260 km for all three runs. This is very interesting considering
the results of Cehelsky and Tung (1991) which found that the dominant heat
transporting wave was the largest wave resolved by the model, contrary to the
results of this model study which has shown that the scale of the dominant heat
transporting wave is independent to an increase in the channel length. This is
due to the magnitude of the radiative forcing in this model. We have chosen
radiative equilibrium temperature gradients significantly less than those chosen for
the Cehelsky and Tung (1991) study. This means that equilibration mechanism in
their model is not the equilibration mechanism of this model. The dominant heat
transporting wave does not saturate in this model. This result has been also found
in the process model study of Zhou and Stone (1992a), which used a two level
primitive equation model on a sphere, and Stone and Branscome (1992), which
used a two level quasi-geost rophic model on a 0-plane. Our choice for the forcing
appears to be more realistic, since, even with our weaker forcing, the equilibrated
temperature gradients are larger than in the observations ( Figure 4-4). Also as
shown below, the waves that dominate the heat transport in our model are the
same as in the observations.
5.2 Vertical resolution
The previous Section has shown that the dynamics of the model are not dependent
upon the horizontal resolution, as long as the horizontal resolution is chosen to
adequately resolve the large scale waves. The results of an earlier study of a dis-
sipative barotropic easterly point jet, included in Appendix A. suggested that the
stability of the baroclinic problem would be dependent on the vertical resolution
of the model.
a. Barotropic point jet
The problem of the barotropic point jet has been shown to be mathemati-
cally homomorphic to the Boussinesq Charney problem by Lindzen et al. (1983).
The problem of the easterly barotropic jet presents the ability to investigate the
primary aspects of the impact of resolution on the linearized Charney problem
in a two-dimensional model. The study of how the stability characteristics of the
barotropic point jet changes as a function of the resolution was a part of the thesis
proposal for this thesis and is included in Appendix A.
The supercriticality of the equilibrated state of the barotropic jet has been
found to be relatively independent of the magnitude of the dissipation but very de-
pendent on the resolution of the model. A linear stability analysis of the barotropic
point jet demonstrated that the growth rates of the unstable waves and the most
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Figure 5-1: PV gradients, divided by #, of the equilibrated
state of the doubled zonal resolution run, in units of #. The
minimum wavelength resolved in this run is equal to 450 km
( assumed to be the distance between 4 gridpoints ).
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Figure 5-2: Comparison between the equilibrated meridional
pv gradients at the center of the channel for the 5,260 km,
10,520 km, 26,300 km channel length runs, in units of #.
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Figure 5-3: Terms in the perturbation pe tendency equation
for the 26,300 km channel length run for a) above the ABL
and b) within the ABL.
5.2 Vertical resolution
unstable wavenumbers decrease as the resolution of the model was reduced. The
modification of the growth rates has been shown to have a significant impact on
the equipartition of wave enstrophy in the quasi-linear neutral state. A decrease
in the resolution reduced the magnitude of the jump in the potential vorticity
gradient at the jet. If the magnitude of the jump in the potential vorticity gradi-
ent was reduced so that the potential vorticity gradient was positive definite, the
basic state was stablized. The critical zonal wind for instability has been shown
to increase as the resolution was decreased. For values of the zonal wind less than
the critical zonal wind, there was no normal mode growth.
The results of the barotropic study suggest that the three-dimensional prob-
lem will also be a function of the vertical resolution. In the three-dimensional
baroclinic instability problem, as in the two-dimensional problem, the magnitude
of the pv gradients that are responsible for destabilizing the baroclinic Rossby
waves, are a function of resolution.
b. Previous studies of variable vertical resolution
Previous studies of the impact of variable vertical resolution on the boussi-
nesq dynamics of a mid latitude 0 plane channel models have concluded that it is
necessary to use at least 10 to 20 levels to resolve the eddy dynamics (Pavan 1996;
Hua and Haidvogel 1986). Pavan (1996) also concluded that only three levels are
necessary to reproduce the general features of the response. This is interesting
in light of the results of the 2D barotropic jet. Even though the pv gradients
at the surface of the 3D model are also a function of the vertical resolution, the
equilibrated basic state and the eddy dynamics are not. This implies that the dy-
namics in the 3d problem are fundamentally different from the 2D problem. The
model used by Pavan (1996) did not attempt to include thermal diffusion (which
dominates the diabatic heating in the ABL), the feedbacks which maintain the
static stability, or an adequate representation of a tropopause. These processes
may cause the model to be more resolution dependent. In particular, including
a tropopause may cause the dynamics to be sensitive to the resolution since in-
creasing the resolution causes the pv gradients at the tropopause to become more
concentrated.
5.2.1 33 level model runs
This Section discusses the. results of the 33 level model runs. 33 levels is most
highly resolved model run in this thesis. The pressure levels are equally spaced
so that there is a constant difference of 31.25 mb between the pressure levels.
Three runs will be discussed in this Section. These runs are the control run
with doubled vertical resolution, the control run with doubled resolution but no
stratosphere/tropopause , and the control run with doubled resolution and an
interactive surface air temperature. The equation used to integrate a surface air
temperature is described in Section 2.2.3.
5.2 Vertical resolution
Figures 5-4 and 5-5 show the pv gradients, in and above the ABL respectively,
for the three 33 level runs. Comparing the +'s with the o's shows that the pv
gradients with and without a stratosphere/tropopause are very similar below 700
mb. Above 700 mb, it is seen that the runs with and without an interactive
surface temperature are very similar. This is seen to be true for both the vertical
and meridional temperature structure (Figure not shown). That is, in both the
vertical and the meridional temperature structure, the runs with and without the
stratosphere/tropopause have the same structure below 800 mb while the runs
with and without the interactive surface temperature have the same structure
between 300-800 mb.
A comparison of the meridional eddy heat fluxes for the three runs ( Fig-
ure .5-6) shows that the eddy fluxes at the center of the channel differ even though
the temperature structure is the same. This figure is a little deceiving because
even though the eddy heat fluxes for the run without a stratosphere/tropopause
are 20% smaller than the run with a stratosphere/tropopause, the convergence
of these fluxes are actually larger than the run with a stratosphere/tropopause.
This is because the eddy heat flux maximum is more concentrated meridionallv
without a stratosphere/tropopause. The mean vertical wind is also larger with-
out a stratosphere/tropopause (Figure not shown). These results imply that even
though the temperature structure of the ABL in the equilibrated state is inde-
pendent of whether or not there is a stratosphere/tropopause. the structure of
the eddies which maintain the equilibrated state is not. This may have a signifi-
cant impact on the response to changes in forcing. These issues will be discussed
further in a separate Section.
5.2.2 Comparison between 33, 17 and 9 level runs
Figures 5-7 and 5-8 show a comparison of the equilibrated meridional temper-
ature gradients and static stability, respectively, of the 33, 17 and 9 level runs
without an interactive surface and with an equivalent representation of a strato-
sphere/tropopause. These figures show that the strong thermal damping in the
ABL prevents the eddies from reducing the radiative-convective equilibrium tem-
perature gradients, and increasing the well-mixed static stability, at the first model
level. Since the first model level is raised as the resolution is decreased, both the
vertical and horizontal temperature structure is a function of the vertical reso-
lution. These figures also. show that the equilibrated temperature structure of
the 33 level model above the ABL is approximated well by the 17 level model.
Within the ABL, the 17 level model has larger meridional temperature gradients
and smaller static stability, but since the focus of this thesis is on the dynamics
above the ABL, the 17 level model is considered to have adequate vertical reso-
lution to resolve the vertical structure of the equilibrated state. The dependence
of the pv gradients, within and above the ABL, on the vertical resolution is seen
in Figures 5-9 and 5-10, respectively. These figures show that the pv gradients of
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Figure 5-4: Comparison of the pv gradients in the ABL for
the 33 level runs, in units of #. x's designate the control
run ( with a stratosphere/tropopause and without an inter-
active surface air temperature), o's designate the control run
without a stratosphere/tropopause and with an interactive
surface air temperature, +'s designate the control run with
an interactive surface air temperature.
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Figure 5-5: Comparison of the pv gradients above the ABL
for the 33 level runs, in units of #. x's designate the control
run ( with a stratosphere/tropopause and without an inter-
active surface air temperature), o's designate the control run
- - without a stratosphere/tropopause and with an interactive
surface air temperature, +'s designate the control run with
an interactive surface air temperature.
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Figure 5-6: Comparison of the meridional eddy heat fluxes
for the 33 level runs. x's designate the control run ( with
a stratosphere/tropopause and without an interactive sur-
face air temperature), o's designate the control run without
a stratosphere/tropopause and with an interactive surface air
temperature, +'s designate the control run with an interac-
tive surface air temperature.
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5.2 Vertical resolution
the 33 level model are closely approximated by the 17 level model, except in the
ABL where the gradients increase as the resolution is decreased.
Figures 5-11 and 5-12 show the comparison of the pv gradients, within and
above the ABL respectively, of the 33, 17 and 9 level runs with an interactive
surface and an equivalent representation of a stratosphere/tropopause. These
figures show that when the surface temperature is interactive the pv gradients
within the ABL are independent of the vertical resolution, even though the 9 level
model can not resolve the large pv gradients at the second model level. Above the
ABL, the pv gradients are also less dependent on the vertical resolution. Above
300 mb the pv gradients are relatively unchanged from the radiative equilibrium
values. This means that the pv gradients at the tropopause increase, and become
more concentrated in the vertical, when the resolution is increased. It is interesting
to note that the pv gradients in the ABL are relatively insensitive to the increase
in the magnitude of the pv gradients at the tropopause.
5.2.3 Sensitivity to a reduction in vertical resolution
Figures 5-13 and 5-14 display the pv gradients for the control run without a
stratosphere for 3,5,9 and 17 evenly spaced pressure levels in and above the ABL,
respectively. The dashed lines in the figures are the radiative equilibrium pv
gradients. The dashed lines show that the magnitude of the negative pv gradients
at the lowest level increases with an increase in the vertical resolution. In the
symmetric state, where downgradient fluxes of heat by turbulent eddies balances
the diabatic heating, the pv gradients in the ABL are larger than the pv gradients
in radiative equilibrium (Figure not shown). In the ABL ( Figure 5-13), the
equilibrated pv gradients are larger than the RCE pv gradients. As the resolution
is decreased from 17 levels, the equilibrated pv gradients differ less and less from
the RCE gradients. Above the ABL ( Figure 5-14), the degree of homogenization
is clearly dependent on the vertical resolution of the run. The 17 level pv at 650
mb has been completely homogenized. The minimum pv gradients in the 9 level
run above the ABL are approximately equal to 2.5#. The 5 level pv gradients are
actually larger than the RCE pv gradients. The 3 level pv gradients above the
ABL are essentially unchanged from the RCE pv gradients.
Figure 5-15 shows the meridional temperature gradients of the radiative equi-
librium and equilibrated states. The dashed lines are for the radiative equilibrium
states and the solid lines are for the equilibrated states. The equilibrated temper-
ature gradients of the 9 level run have been reduced relative to radiative equilib-
rium , but not to the extent of the 17 level run. The lowest levels in both runs
are relatively unchanged from the radiative equilibrium value. The equilibrated
temperature gradients of the 5 and 3 level runs are relatively unchanged from the
radiative equilibrium values. Therefore, the large equilibrated pv gradients in the
5 level model are due to changes in the static stability in the ABL, due to the
ABL physics, and not to changes in the meridional temperature gradients.
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Figure 5-7: Comparison of the meridional temperature gra-
dients at the center of the channel for the 33, 17 and 9 level
runs without an interactive surface and an equivalent repre-
sentation of a stratosphere/tropopause.
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Figure 5-8: Comparison of the static stability for the 33,
17 and 9 level runs without an interactive surface and an
equivalent representation of a stratosphere/tropopause.
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Figure 5-9: Comparison of the pv gradients in the ABL at the
center of the channel for the 33, 17 and 9 level runs without
an interactive surface and an equivalent representation of a
stratosphere/tropopause, in units of 0.
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Figure 5-10: Comparison of the pv gradients above the ABL
at the center of the channel for the 33, 17 and 9 level runs
without an interactive surface and an equivalent representa-
tion of a stratosphere/tropopause, in units of 3.
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Figure 5-11: Comparison of the pv gradients in the ABL for
the 33, 17 and 9 level runs with an interactive surface and
an equivalent representation of a stratosphere/tropopause, in
units of #.
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Figure 5-12: Comparison of the pv gradients above the ABL
for the 33, 17 and 9 level runs with an interactive surface and
an equivalent representation of a stratosphere/tropopause, in
units of #.
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5.2 Vertical resolution
Figure 5-16 shows the dependence of the meridional eddy heat fluxes on the
vertical resolution. This figure shows that the reduction in the meridional eddy
heat flux is primarily in the lower troposphere. When the resolution is reduced
from 17 levels to 9 levels the peak meridional eddy heat flux is reduced from 35 K
m/s to 25 K m/s. The vertically averaged potential temperature flux is reduced
from 14.4 K m/s to 9.6 K m/S. The 5 and 3 levels models have no large scale
meridional eddy heat fluxes. The decrease in resolution causes the 5 and 3 level
models to be stable to large scale waves.
Previous studies of the impact of vertical resolution on the eddy dynamics
(Pavan 1996; Hua and Haidvogel 1986) did not find the stabilization of the eddies
as the resolution was decreased. This is because these previous studies represented
the boundary layer with Ekman pumping at the lower boundary instead of explic-
itly resolving the diffusion of heat and momentum at the lowest levels as a coarse
representation of an ABL. In this model study, the thermal diffusion dominates
over the diffusion of momentum and has a diabatic heating timescale of approxi-
mately 1 day and becomes stronger at lower resolution because the diffusive flux
penetrates to a higher level.
The extreme impact of the vertical resolution on the stability of the run is
due to the formulation of the thermal diffusion in the ABL. The surface drag is
held fixed and is independent of the vertical resolution of the run. The potential
temperature at the surface is assumed to be equal to the potential temperature
at the first model level. Therefore, as the resolution is decreased. the surface
temperature is calculated from model levels that are increasingly far from the
surface. In the 5 level run the surface temperature is calculated from the 7.50 mb
level, which is typically above the ABL in observations.
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Figure 5-13: Equilibrated pv gradients in the ABL for the
control run without a stratosphere for 3,5,9 and 17 evenly
spaced pressure levels, in units of #.
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Figure 5-14: Equilibrated pv gradients above the ABL for
the control run without a stratosphere for 3,5,9 and 17 evenly
spaced pressure levels, in units of #.
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Figure 5-15: Equilibrated temperature gradients for the con-
trol run without a stratosphere for 3,5,9 and 17 evenly spaced
pressure levels
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Figure 5-16: Meridional eddy heat fluxes for the control run
without a stratosphere for 3,5,9 and 17 evenly spaced pressure
levels
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5.2 Vertical resolution
5.2.4 Sensitivity to vertical resolution with an interac-
tive surface
Figure 5-18 and Figure 5-17 show the pv gradients for the control run without a
stratosphere for 3,5,9 and 17 evenly spaced pressure levels. The magnitude of the
pv gradients in the ABL are very large so Figure 5-17 displays the pv gradients
in the free troposphere, which are of the order of #. Figure 5-17 displays the
pv gradients in the ABL, which are in the range of 10-150 P. Figure 5-17 shows
that the 9-level gradients coarsely resolve the 17-level pv gradients in the ABL,
although there are features, like the peak in the static stability at 900 mb, that
the 9 level model cannot resolve. The dashed lines in Figure 5-17 show that the
pv gradients in radiative equilibrium are a function of the vertical resolution. The
higher the resolution of the run, the larger the ABL pv gradients in radiative
equilibrium. The equilibrated ABL gradients are also a function of the vertical
resolution. The higher resolution runs have larger pv gradients in the ABL.
Above the ABL, the homogenization of the pv of the control run is resolved
by the 9-level model when the surface temperature is allowed to vary. This is
interesting considering that the surface temperature gradients at the center of the
channel only decrease by 4% ( figure not shown). The only way that the surface
temperature influences the dynamics in this model is in the turbulent flux of heat
into the first model level. Therefore, the way in which the turbulent fluxes are
parameterized has a large impact on the equilibrated basic state and the eddy
fluxes throughout the troposphere of the model.
Figure 5-19 shows the meridional temperature gradients for the control run
without a stratosphere for 3,5,9, and 17-level evenly spaced pressure levels. It is
seen that the 9-level model accurately resolves the temperature gradients of the
control run when the surface temperature is allowed to be interactive.
Figure 5-20 shows the zonal mean static stability for the control run without a
stratosphere for 3,5,9, and 17-level evenly spaced pressure levels. The equilibrated
zonal mean static stability in the 9 and 17-level runs are very similar when the
surface is allowed to be interactive.
The 3 and 5 level runs are unstable when the surface air temperature is al-
lowed to be interactive. With an interactive surface temperature, the eddy fluxes
of the 3 and 5 level runs closely approximate the fluxes of the higher resolu-
tion runs. Figure 5-21 shows the meridional eddy heat fluxes for the different
resolutions. The numbers in the legend are the vertically averaged potential tem-
perature flux for each resolution. This figure demonstrates how the fluxes are
independent to the vertical resolution. The vertically averaged potential temper-
ature flux shows that even though the ABL is not resolved in the 3 and 5 level
runs, the vertically averaged energy transport by the eddies is robust. The same
results are seen in Figures 5-23 and 5-22 which show the vertical eddy heat fluxes
and the eddy momentum fluxes for the different resolutions.
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The 5 and 3 level runs have inadequate resolution to resolve the large negative
gradients at the first model level and the large positive gradients at the second
model level. The 5 and 3 level gradients do not have these features because these
runs do not have any levels in the boundary layer so the feedbacks between the
vertical eddy heat fluxes and the diabatic heating in the ABL are not resolved.
The 5 and 3 level runs do not resolve the vertical flux of heat out of the boundary
layer which reduces the static stability below 800 mb and increases the static
stability between 600-800 mb (Figure 5-20). The static stability of the 3 and 5
level runs is relatively unchanged from the initial radiative equilibrium value, but
larger than the static stability in the symmetric state. The vertical fluxes of heat
are responsible for bringing the static stability close to the radiative equilibrium
values, but the values are still much smaller than the higher resolution runs.
Just above the ABL, the meridional temperature gradients are reduced more in
the 5-level run than in the higher resolution runs (Figure 5-19). Therefore, the
homogenized pv above the ABL is resolved by the 5-level run even though the
increased static stability is not.
The 3-level run has only one level at which the temperature gradients are de-
fined. The adjustment to these temperature gradients is seen to be greater than
that of the higher resolution runs. The large adjustment to the meridional tem-
perature gradients in the lower troposphere can not be resolved by the 3-level run.
The dashed line with the 's shows that the 3-level radiative equilibrium pv gra-
dients have been almost eliminated because of the coarse resolution. The 3-level
equilibrated pv gradients are seen to be very close to these radiative equilibrium
values. Even though the 3-level run has significantly reduced equilibrated merid-
ional temperature gradients, the adjustment to the pv gradients is very slight.
The eddy fluxes from the 3-level run are seen to coarsely resolve the eddy fluxes
of the higher resolution runs, but it is difficult to compare the adjustment to the
mean climate, since the 3-level run not only fails to resolve the dynamics in the
ABL but the homogenization of the pv above the ABL as well.
The results for the 3-level run are consistent with the study of Held (1978a),
which investigated the response of the static stability to changes in the solar
constant in a two-level primitive equation atmospheric model. The magnitude of
the vertical eddy flux of potential temperature, divided by the 500 mb pressure
difference between the levels, is approximately 0.1 K/day. This flux of potential
temperature from the lower half of the model into the upper half of the model
causes the static stability to increase. This heating is balanced in equilibrium by
thermal diffusion. This thermal diffusion is dominated by the flux of heat out of the
ocean into the first model level which causes the static stability to decrease. The
equilibrated static stability is slightly larger than the initial radiative equilibrium
value. The radiative heating is insignificant in the balance of terms in the static
stability tendency equation.
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Figure 5-17: Zonal mean meridional pv gradients in the ABL
with an interactive surface without a stratosphere for 3,5,9
and 17 evenly spaced pressure levels.
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Figure 5-18: Zonal mean meridional pv gradients above the
ABL with an interactive surface without a stratosphere for
3,5,9 and 17 evenly spaced pressure levels, in units of #.
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Figure 5-19: Zonal mean meridional temperature gradients
with an interactive surface without a stratosphere for 3,5,9
and 17 evenly spaced pressure levels.
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Figure 5-20: Zonal mean static stability with an interactive
surface without a stratosphere for 3,5,9 and 17 evenly spaced
pressure levels.
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Figure 5-21: Zonal mean eddy meridional heat fluxes with
an interactive surface without a stratosphere for 3,5,9 and 17
evenly spaced pressure levels. The numbers in the legend are
the vertically averaged meridional eddy potential tempera-
ture fluxes at the center of the channel for each run.
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Figure 5-22: Zonal mean eddy momentum fluxes with an
interactive surface without a stratosphere for 3,5,9 and 17
evenly spaced pressure levels.
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Figure 5-23: Zonal mean eddy vertical heat fluxes with an
interactive surface without a stratosphere for 3,5,9 and 17
evenly spaced pressure levels.
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Chapter 6
Parameter dependence of the
equilibrated states
6.1 Radiative forcing
Radiative forcing in this model is parameterized with a linear Newtonian relax-
ation back to a radiative equilibrium temperature structure with a diabatic heating
timescale which is independent of height. The radiative equilibrium temperature
structure is the sum of the horizontally averaged temperature structure, which will
be referred to as the radiative equilibrium lapse rate, and the quasi-geostrophic
temperature structure which varies in latitude and height and will be referred to
as the radiative equilibrium temperature structure. Since this model can resolve
not only the horizontal but also the vertical temperature structure of the radiative
forcing, there are many parameters and profiles that must be explored in order to
get a complete picture of the radiative forcing parameter space. The goal of this
Section is to get an idea of the sensitivity of the model's climate without exploring
the whole parameter space. Therefore, only a few runs for each parameter and
profile will be discussed. Table 6.1 lists the runs that will be discussed in this
Section.
dOr/dy and dT,/dy specify the meridional temperature gradients in the radia-
tive equilibrium state at the center of the channel at the first model level (937.5
mb). If there are numbers in the dO,/dy column then the potential temperature
gradients are constant with height. If there are numbers in the dTr/dy column
then the temperature structure is constant with height. These two different ways
of specifying the temperature gradients have been used to look at how the eddy
dynamics depend on the vertical structure of the temperature gradients. These
runs will be discussed in more detail in a separate Section. dTr/dz is the lapse
rate in radiative equilibrium and is constant with height. 'jet' refers to the width
of the jet. The number in this column is the width of the jet in units of 1O3 km.
Td is the diabatic heating timescale in units of days. S/T refers to whether or
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6.1 Radiative forcing
RUN dO,/dy dTr/dy dTr/dz jet S/T rd
K/1000km K/1000km K/km 1000km days
CNT -13.2 -7.0 5.0 yes 10
TY1 -23.7 -7.0 5.0 yes 10
TY2 -19.7 -7.0 5.0 yes 10
TY3 -16.5 -7.0 5.0 yes 10
TY4 -11.2 -7.0 5.0 yes 10
TY5 -9.9 -7.0 5.0 yes 10
TY6 ***** -13.2 -7.0 5.0 yes 10
TZ1 -13.2 **- -9.0 5.0 yes 10
TZ2 -13.2 -8.0 5.0 yes 10
TZ3 -13.2 -5.8 5.0 yes 10
TZ4 -13.2 -5.5 5.0 yes 10
WJ -13.2 -7.0 6.7 yes 10
NOSTI -13.2 -7.0 .5.0 no 10
NOST2 -13.2 -7.0 5.0 no 10
TAU1 -13.2 -7.0 5.0 yes 5D
TAU2 -13.2 ***_* -7.0 5.0 yes 25
Table 6.1: Runs that were done to determine the sensitivity of the equilibrated climate
to changes in radiative forcing.
not the run has a representation of a stratosphere and a tropopause. Different
ways of parameterizing a stratosphere and tropopause have been tried. The only
parameterization that will be discussed is the isothermal radiative equilibrium
stratosphere which has a lapse rate equal to zero above 250 mb and meridional
temperature gradients that are positive and 10 times smaller than the gradients
at 300 mb.
All the runs in Table 6.1 are run for 1000 days and statistics are calculated
for the last 400 days. Table 6.2 lists some characteristics of the equilibrated state
for each run.
dTe/dy is the minimum equilibrated temperature gradient at the center of
the channel between 650-750 mb. de/dz is the maximum static stability at the
center of the channel between 650-750 mb. EKE is the peak value of the eddy
kinetic energy. ENS is the peak value of the eddy enstrophy and the pressure level
at which the EKE and ENS peaks are located. VOP, VOM, and WTP are the
vertically averaged meridional eddy potential temperature fluxes, mean potential
temperature fluxes, and vertical temperature fluxes respectively.
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RUN dTe/dy d~e/dz EKE ENS VOP VOM WTP
K/1000km K/km m2 /s 2  10 10 /s 2  mK/s mK/s 10-2 KPa/s
CNT(-13.2) -7.1 3.6 497.0 42.3 (219) 17.2 -4.3 -9.0
TY1(-23.7) -10.9 5.5 1650.0 116.0 (219) 72.1 -19.7 -83.0
TY2(-19.7) -9.3 5.4 1250.0 86.0 (219) 49.7 -15.4 -47.0
TY3(-16.5) -7.3 4.6 969.0 65.9 (219) 32.4 -6.5 -19.2
TY4(-11.2) -10.0 2.5 1.6 0.6 (656) 0.5 0.1 -0.9
TY5( -9.9) RCE RCE 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0
TY6(-13.2) -6.0 4.0 813.0 58.5 (219) 24.4 -4.7 -11.7
TZ1(-9.0) -9.2 2.1 615.0 117.0 (219) 21.0 -11.9 -32.6
TZ2(-8.0) -7.6 2.7 584.0 56.7 (219) 22.2 -7.4 -18.9
TZ3(-5.8) -10.0 4.7 94.9 6.0 (406) 8.4 -3.2 -7.9
TZ4(-5.5) RCE RCE 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.0
WJ(6.7) -5.4 3.3 499.0 33.1 (219) 19.9 -6.4 -8.4
NOSTI -7.4 3.7 132.0 9.2 (343) 14.5 -4.5 -17.0
NOST2 -10.0 3.4 72.8 4.7 (343) 8.5 -2.3 -12.9
TAU1(5) -8.1 3.6 412.0 35.8 (219) 20.7 -6.0 -11.9
TAU2(25) -7.1 3.6 518.0 42.2 (219) 13.1 -3.0 -7.3
Table 6.2: Characteristics
determine the sensitivity to
of the equilibrated states of the runs that were done to
changes in radiative forcing.
6.1.1 Equilibrated state
Figures 6-1 and 6-2 show a comparison of the vertical derivative of the slope of the
isentropes. S, which, assuming is small, is proportional to the pv gradients
minus 0, for all of the runs in Table 6.1 except for runs NOSTI and NOST2, in
and above the ABL, respectively. These latter two runs are not included in the
comparison because these equilibrated states differ from the runs with a strato-
sphere/tropopause. The dashed lines in the figure are the radiative equilibrium
states that the model is forced towards. The thick solid lines are the equilibrated
profiles at the center of the channel. Four runs with the largest forcing have been
highlighted with markers. Lines with +'s are for run TZ1. This is the run with
the smallest static stability in radiative equilibrium. Lines with *'s are for run
TY1, which is the run with the largest temperature difference across the channel
in radiative equilibrium. Lines with x's are for run TZ2, the run with the second
smallest static stability in radiative equilibrium. Lines with the o's are for run
TY2, the run with the second largest radiative equilibrium temperature difference
across the channel. The dashed lines show the range of the radiative equilibrium
basic states that are used in this series of runs. The solid lines show that the
equilibrated S, is relatively robust in the 800-500 mb layer.
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In all of the runs that have been done with this model it is S, which is found to
be a robust field, not the slope of the isentropes. If pv is completely homogenized
in the model then S, would be equal to a constant, equal to 3/f, = 2e - 7 for
this beta plane model. This is clearly not the case for this model. PV is only
homogenized above the ABL, between 600-700mb. The equilibrated Sp profile is
composed of 5 distinct regions. The first region is the ABL, Figure 6-1, where S,
is of order 100 times larger than above the ABL. The second region is between
550-650mb where S, linearly increases with pressure. The third region is between
550-400mb where S, is equal to a constant. The fourth region is between 400mb-
200mb where Sp again linearly increases with pressure. The fifth region is above
200mb, where S, is equal to the radiative equilibrium S,. One very important
feature to note is that there is a very robust value of S, at the tropopause. except
for the TZ1 run.
Figures 6-3 and 6-4 are the comparison plots of dOe/dz and dTe/dy. respec-
tively , for all runs except NOSTI and NOST2. These figures show that the
equilibrated profiles of dOe/dz and dTe/dy are not as robust as S, . There is no
clear division of adjustment between dTe/dy and d0e/dz. This is because the ver-
tical profile of Sp is the vertical derivative of the slope of the isentropes. so the
robust profile seen in figure 6-2 can be accomplished by a wide variety of dOe/dz
and dTe/dy profiles. The four runs described above, that have been marked with
markers, have more of an adjustment in the upper troposphere, relative to the
adjustment in the lower troposphere, than the runs with weaker radiative forcing.
Figures 6-5 and 6-6 display the vertical profiles of the meridional and vertical
eddy heat fluxes, respectively, for all the runs except NOSTI and NOST2. These
figures show that an increase in the temperature gradients across the channel
results in increased meridional as well as vertical eddy heat fluxes, the o's and "'s,
whereas a decrease in the lapse rate has a much smaller impact on the fluxes, the
+'s and x's. In fact a decrease in the lapse rate from -8 K/km to -9 K/km results
in almost no change in the meridional eddy heat fluxes and an increase in the
magnitude of the vertical eddy heat fluxes, but this increase is still significantly
smaller than the fluxes for the increased temperature gradient runs, * and o runs.
This can be seen in Figures 6-3 and 6-4 where the adjustment to the static
stability and the meridional temperature gradients is far larger for an increase in
the RCE temperature gradients, the * and o runs, than for a decrease in the lapse
rate, the + and x runs. Looking at Figure 6-1 shows that the initial distribution of
S, are very similar for the *, o and x runs. The vertical profiles of the equilibrated
Sp shows that the adjustments to Sp are also comparable. These results show that
the same adjustment to Sp is accomplished in two very different ways when the
RCE lapse rate is decreased and when the RCE meridional temperature contrast
is increased. This can be clearly illustrated by comparing the x and o lines. These
two runs have essentially the same initial and equilibrated Sp distribution but
very different lapse rates and meridional temperature gradients. The run with
the decreased lapse rate, the x's, has much less of an adjustment to the lapse
rate and the meridional temperature gradients but the vertical profiles of these
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fields are adjusted to attain the robust equilibrated S, distribution that is seen in
Figure 6-2.
The difference between the two ways of attaining the equilibrated S, can
also be seen in a comparison of the eddy kinetic energy for the runs (Table 6.2).
Varying the lapse rate results in a very small change in the EKE, relative to the
large changes that results when the meridional temperature contrast is varied.
6.1.2 Varying the jet width
The control run has a radiative equilibrium jet width which is 5,000 km wide.
This distance is very close to the wavelength of the linearly most unstable wave.
Previous wave-mean flow studies have shown that an important equilibration pro-
cess is the barotropic governor (James and Gray 1986). The waves equilibrate
by not only reducing the shear but also by modifying the barotropic structure of
the mean jet. Imposing the jet structure that the eddies would have otherwise
created should result in a large change in the eddy fluxes. In order to determine
whether the results of the control run are robust and relatively independent of the
imposed jet width, the model has been run with a RCE jet width of 6,700 km,
run WJ. The temperature gradients at the center of the channel are chosen to be
equal to those of the control run. The wider jet has a temperature difference of
53.7K across the center 5,000 km of the channel, compared to 43K in the control
run.
Table 6.2 shows that the equilibrated state of WJ has similar static stability
to the control run but the magnitude of the temperature gradients at the center
of the channel significantly increase. The width of the equilibrated jet is approx-
imately equal to the width of the RCE jet at the tropopause and narrower than
the RCE jet in the lower troposphere (Figure not shown). The eddies do not
cause the width of the equilibrated jet to tighten to the width of the wavelength
of the most unstable wavelength. Therefore. in these model runs, the barotropic
governor was not found to be an important equilibration mechanism.
6.1.3 Varying the vertical structure of dT/dy
TY6 has been run to test the sensitivity of the equilibrated state to changes in the
vertical structure of the RCE temperature structure. The potential temperature
gradients of the control run are constant with height. TY6 holds the temperature
gradients- constant with height. The temperature gradients at the surface are equal
to 43K over the center 5000 km of the channel, for both TY6 and CNT. Therefore,
the temperature gradients of the control run decrease with height and are equal to
30.8K/5000km at 312 mb. This is a 28% reduction in the temperature gradients
in the upper troposphere. This vertical structure has been chosen as a simple
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Figure 6-1: Equilibrated S, in the ABL for all cases listed
in Table 5.1 except NOST1 and NOST2. Where +'s are for
TZ1, *'s are for TY1, x's are for TZ2, and o's are for run
TY2. Dashed lines show the range of radiative equilibrium
basic states used in this series of runs.
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Figure 6-2: Equilibrated S, above the ABL for all cases listed
in Table 5.1 except NOSTI and NOST2. Where +'s are for
TZ1, *'s are for TY1, x's are for TZ2, and o's are for run
TY2. Dashed lines show the range of radiative equilibrium
basic states used in this series of runs.
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Figure 6-3: Equilibrated static stability for all cases listed
in Table 5.1 except NOST1 and NOST2. Where +'s are for
TZ1, *'s are for TY1, x's are for TZ2, and o's are for run
TY2. Dashed lines show the range of radiative equilibrium
basic states used in this series of runs.
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Figure 6-4: Equilibrated meridional temperature gradients
for all cases listed in Table 5.1 except NOST1 and NOST2.
Where +'s are for TZ1, *'s are for TY1, x's are for TZ2, and
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comparison with the control run and as a test of the sensitivity of the temperature
structure in the lower troposphere to changes in the RCE temperature structure
in the upper troposphere.
Table 6.2 shows that the run with the larger temperature gradients in RCE,
TY6, has smaller equilibrated temperature gradients. The magnitude of the TY6
pv gradients are larger in the ABL and smaller up to the tropopause, than the
pv gradients of the control run (figure not shown). The TY6 ENS, EKE, and
the eddy fluxes significantly increase ( Table 6.2 ). An important difference
between these two runs is that, in TY6 thermal diffusion is acting to change
the vertical structure of the RCE temperature structure because the potential
temperature increases with height. Since the thermal diffusion is limited to the
lower troposphere and the RCE temperature structures differ primarily in the
upper troposphere, the pv gradients in the symmetric state are very similar in
the ABL and the mid troposphere. Another important point is that the TY6 pv
gradients at the tropopause are 1.5 times larger than the CNT pv gradients at the
tropopause. A more detailed study of the eddy response to changes in the vertical
structure of the RCE temperature structure will be discussed in chapter 7.
6.1.4 Including a stratosphere/tropopause
Runs NOST1 and NOST2 are not included in the comparison of the equili-
brated state because these runs equilibrate differently than the runs with a strato-
sphere/tropopause. Runs without a stratosphere/tropopause have a RCE lapse
rate that is independent of height and meridional temperature gradient with either
constant RCE temperature or potential temperature gradients.
Table 6.2 shows that the EKE and ENS of NOSTI and NOST2 peak lower in
the troposphere than the runs with a stratosphere. The table also shows that the
magnitude of the ENS and EKE are significantly reduced when the stratosphere is
not present. A comparison between CNT and NOSTI shows that the meridional
temperature gradients and static stability above the ABL are relatively indepen-
dent of whether or not the stratosphere is resolved. A comparison between TY6
and NOST2 shows that this is not the case when the RCE temperature struc-
ture has temperature gradients that are constant with height, as opposed to the
runs that have a RCE temperature structure with constant potential temperature
gradients. TY6 and NOST2 have completely different equilibrated temperature
structure and eddy fluxes. These runs highlight the impact of the stratosphere on
the structure of the eddies. These runs also highlight the response of the eddies to
a change in the RCE temperature structure. These four runs show that the eddy
fluxes and the response to a change in the radiative forcing are very sensitive to
the inclusion of a stratosphere/tropopause.
Figure 6-7 shows the time evolution of the amplitude of the perturbation pv
at the center of the channel for NOST2. This figure shows that the perturbation
pv is not steady when the stratosphere/tropopause is removed. In all of the cases
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with a stratosphere/tropopause the perturbation pv was steady after the model
became equilibrated. Figure 6-7 shows that there is a peak in the perturbation pv
at the surface a few days before the peak at 400 mb, after which the perturbation
pv decays away. The cycle repeats itself with a period of 40 days. The vertical
distribution of the perturbation pv at the time of the peak at 400 mb closely
approximates the distribution of the perturbation pv in the control run.
Figure 6-8 shows the time evolution of the zonal mean pv gradients at the
center of the channel for the same time period as Figure 6-7, in units of 0. This
figure shows that there are large pv gradients that are associated with the pulses
in the perturbation pv at the surface. In the mid troposphere, the zonal mean
pv gradients oscillate between periods of large pv gradients and periods of ho-
mogenized pv gradients between 700-500 mb. The periods of homogenization in
the mid troposphere closely approximate the zonal mean pv gradients in the mid
troposphere from the control run.
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Figure 6-5:
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Equilibrated meridional eddy heat fluxes for all
in Table 5.1 except NOST1 and NOST2. Where
+'s are for TZ1, *'s are for TY1, x's are for TZ2, and o's are
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Figure 6-6: Equilibrated vertical eddy heat fluxes for all cases
listed in Table 5.1 except NOST1 and NOST2. Where +'s
are for TZ1, *'s are for TYl, x's are for TZ2, and o's are for
run TY2.
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Figure 6-7: Amplitude of the perturbation pv at the center
of the channel in the equilibrated state of NOST2.
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Figure 6-8: Zonal mean pv gradients at the center of the
channel in the equilibrated state of NOST2, in units of #.
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6.2 Turbulent fluxes of heat and momentum
The goal of this Section is to determine how the equilibrated mean state and
fluxes depend upon the way in which the ABL is parameterized in the model.
The turbulent fluxes of heat and momentum in the ABL are defined in this model
by a surface drag, which determines the fluxes that cross the air-sea interface, and
vertical diffusion, which is a function of the eddy diffusion coefficients, vT(p) and
VM(p) . All of the runs in this Section hold the temperature of the ocean to be
fixed. Therefore, the ocean is assumed to be an infinite reservoir of heat.
The turbulent mixing has been varied in three different ways. The first way
is to vary the strength of the surface drag coefficient. These runs are specified by
CD1-CD7. The drag coefficient discussed in this Section is the product of surface
drag coefficient and the ambient surface wind, which will be referred to as cd from
here on, and is varied from 6 x 10-3 to 0.1 m/s. The vertical profile and magnitude
of the vertical diffusion coefficients are held fixed and equal to that of the control
run.
The second way is to vary the vertical extent of the eddy diffusion coefficients.
In this series of runs, BL1-BL3, the eddy diffusion coefficients are set equal to
zero above some specified pressure level. The pressure at which the eddy diffusion
coefficient goes to zero is specified in Table 6.3 in the column titled BLH. The
magnitude of the eddy diffusion coefficients are specified to be equal to the control
run at the first model level and then decrease to zero as a function of the square
of the pressure. not the cube of the pressure as has been done in the control run.
The third way is to vary the magnitude of the vertical diffusion coefficients.
This series of runs is specified by NU1-NU4. NU1 and NU2 vary the eddy diffusion
coefficients of heat and momentum together. NU3 and NU4 vary the eddy diffusion
coefficients separately to determine their relative importance.
Table 6.3 lists the runs that will be discussed in this Section.
All of the runs listed above are run for 1000 days. Statistics are calculated
from the last 400 days of the run.
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Table 6.3: Runs that were done to determine the sensitivity of the equilibrated climate
to changes in the turbulent fluxes of heat and momentum in the ABL.
Table 6.4 lists some characteristics of the equilibrated state for each run.
6.2.1 Varying the surface drag
Changing the drag coefficient changes the fluxes across the air-sea interface in three
different ways. The same drag coefficient is used to calculate the turbulent fluxes
of heat in both the static stability tendency equation and the qg thermodynamic
equation. It is also used to determine the turbulent flux of momentum at the
ground. Therefore it is not straightforward to diagnose the response of the model
to changes in this parameter. In order to get an idea of the robust features of the
equilibrated state, a comparison of the equilibrated states of CD1-CD7 has been
created.
Figure 6-9 compares the pv gradients above the ABL at the center of the
channel for runs CD1-CD7. This figure shows that all of the runs have a minimum
in the pv gradients at the top of the ABL (750mb). This minimum is between 0 and
RUN cd VT(p) VM(p) BLH
m*m/s m*m/s mb
CNT 0.06 10.0(P/Po) 3  10.0(P/Po) 3  0.0
CD1 .006 1.0(P/Po)3  10.0(P/Po)3  0.0
CD2 0.01 10.0(P/P 0 )3  10.0(P/Po) 3  0.0
CD3 0.02 10.0(P/P) 3  10.0(P/ 0 )3  0.0
CD4 0.04 10.0(P/P 0 )3  10.0(P/Po) 3  0.0
CD5 0.05 10.0(P/Po)3  10.0(P/Po)3  0.0
CD6 0.07 10.0(P/P0 )3  10.0(P/Po) 3  0.0
CD7 0.08 10.0(P/P) 3  10.0(P/Po)3  0.0
CD8 0.10 10.0(P/P 0 )3  10.0(P/Po) 3  0.0
BL1 0.06 15.0(P/P) 2  15.0(P/Po)2  750.0
BL2 0.06 15.0(P/P 0 )2  15.0(P/Po) 2  687.5
BL3 0.06 15.0(P/Po)2  15.0(P/Po)2  625.0
NU1 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
NU2 0.06 2.0(P/P 0 )3  2.0(P/Po) 3  0.0
NU3 0.06 15.0(P/P 0 )3  15.0(P/Po) 3  0.0
NUi4 0.06 20.0(P/Po) 3 20.0(P/Po) 3  0.0
NU5 0.06 2.0(P/Po)3  10.0(P/Po)3  0.0
NU6 0.06 10.0(P/Po)3 2.0(P/Po)3 0.0
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Table 6.4: Characteristics of the equilibrated states of the runs
determine the sensitivity
the ABL.
to changes in the turbulent fluxes of heat
that were done to
and momentum in
1.53. depending on the magnitude of the surface drag. This figure also shows that
varving the drag coefficient has a large impact on the degree of homogenization
of pv above the ABL. An increase in the surface drag causes a decrease in the
homogenization of pv above the ABL. For example, when the drag is equal to
0.08 m/s (o's), the significant reduction in the magnitude of the pv gradients is
limited to a narrow region between 600-670 mb. When the drag is reduced to
6 x 10-3 m/s ( *'s), the pv gradients has a very different vertical structure from
the runs with larger drag coefficients. This run has pv gradients above the ABL
that are larger than runs with larger values of the surface drag. Figure 6-10 shows
the pv gradients in the ABL. This figure shows the nonlinear dependence of the pv
gradients at the surface on the value of the drag. The run with the smallest surface
drag (*'s) has significantly smaller pv gradients at the surface than the other runs.
Figures 6-9 and 6-10 together suggest that the surface drag plays a large role in
determining the magnitude of the equilibrated surface pv gradients. These surface
pv gradients appear to play a role in modifying the stability of the eddies which
determine the degree and extent of the homogenization of pv above the ABL. The
RUN dTe/dy dOe/dz EKE ENS VOP VOM WTP
K/1000km K/km m2/S2 10' 0 /s 2  mK/s mK/s KPa/s
CNT(0.06) -7.1 3.6 497.0 42.3 (219) 17.2 -4.3 -0.090
CD1(.006) -6.5 3.7 367.0 38.9 (984) 23.6 0.4 -0.227
CD2(0.01) -6.3 3.6 487.0 35.5 (219) 26.6 -3.3 -0.226
CD3(0.02) -6.6 4.0 726.0 56.5 (219) 29.6 -6.0 -0.178
CD4(0.04) -5.3 3.9 789.0 51.4 (219) 24.1 -3.9 -0.078
CD5(0.05) -6.0 3.8 632.0 48.2 (219) 20.4 -4.0 -0.078
CD6(0.07) -8.8 3.6 327.0 27.1 (219) 13.3 -4.3 -0.097
CD7(0.08) -8.9 3.6 262.0 21.8 (219) 11.7 -4.2 -0.103
CDS(0.10) RCE RCE 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.0
BL1(750) -5.9 5.0 694.0 48.6 (219) 14.2 -1.8 -0.028
BL2(688) -6.5 4.2 498.0 44.4 (219) 15.5 -4.2 -0.082
BL3(625) -10.3 5.3 5.6 1.3 (719) 1.0 -0.1 -0.027
N il(0) -4.6 4.2 713.0 49.5 (219) 22.4 -7.5 -0.074
NU2(2) -4.8 4.4 797.0 50.6 (219) 18.5 -2.4 -0.109
NU3(15) -7.7 3.6 405.0 35.7 (219) 16.8 -4.6 -0.017
NU4(20) -10.4 2.8 15.9 3.4 (594) 2.9 -0.3 -0.076
NU5(2) -4.9 4.5 761.0 47.6 (219) 18.2 -1.5 -0.022
NU6(10) -6.9 3.8 524.0 44.1 (219) 17.4 -4.1 -0.081
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surface drag also plays a large role in the magnitude of the pv gradients at the
tropopause. The magnitude of the pv gradients at the tropopause can be larger
or smaller than the RCE pv gradients at the tropopause. Larger for larger values
of the surface drag, smaller for smaller values of the surface drag.
The division of the adjustment between the static stability and the horizontal
temperature gradients can be seen in Figures 6-11 and 6-12, respectively. Figure
6-11 shows that the equilibrated static stability in the ABL is very dependent upon
the value of the surface drag. Large surface drag corresponds to a strong coupling
between the air and sea temperatures. This coupling prevents the increase in the
static stability by vertical fluxes of heat of the baroclinically unstable eddies. In
fact, with a strong coupling between the ocean and atmosphere. the vertical fluxes
of heat by the baroclinic eddies actually causes the static stability at the surface
to be smaller than in the absence of eddies. Above the ABL the equilibrated static
stability is relatively independent of the value of the drag at the surface.
Figure 6-12 shows the horizontal temperature gradients for CD1-CD7. All
the runs have the same qualitative behaviour except for CD1 and CD2 which
have much smaller temperature gradients in the ABL and, in the case of CD1
also much smaller at the tropopause than all of the other runs. This figure shows
that a small change in the drag at the surface can result in a large change in the
horizontal temperature gradients throughout the troposphere. Figure 6-13 shows
the meridional eddy heat fluxes for CD1-CD7. This figure shows the increase in
the heat flux as the surface drag is decreased for runs CD2-CD7. This figure also
shows that when the surface drag is reduced to less than 0.02 m/s. the heat fluxes
peak at the surface ( *'s). This profile is similar to results of model studies which
neglect surface heat fluxes, such as, Gutowski, Branscome and Stewart (1989).
6.2.2 Varying the vertical diffusion
Figures 6-14 and 6-15 show the equilibrated pv gradients at the center of the
channel above and within the ABL, respectively, for the NU1-NU4 runs. Figure
6-14 shows that a reduction in the eddy diffusion coefficients (o's) causes the pv
to be almost completely homogenized at 780-850 mb, instead of at 650 mb for the
control run (dash-dot). A reduction in the eddy diffusion coefficient also has a
large impact on the pv gradients near the tropopause. When the eddy diffusion
coefficients are reduced by a factor of five, the pv gradients at the tropopause
are reduced by 30%. Therefore, decreasing the eddy diffusion coefficient results
in increased pv mixing throughout the troposphere. When the eddy diffusion
coefficients are increased by a factor of two ( *'s), the eddies are essentially damped
out by the thermal diffusion.
The division of the adjustment between the static stability and the meridional
temperature gradients is seen in Figures 6-16 and 6-17. Figure 6-16 shows that
a smaller eddy diffusion coefficient results in much smaller static stability at the
surface and much larger static stability at the top of the ABL, than the static
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stability in the control run. The top of the ABL is lowered and more sharply
peaked in these runs (NU1 and NU2). The equilibrated mean temperature of the
surface air is smaller than the ocean temperature so that there is a net flux of heat
out of the ocean into the atmosphere (figure not shown). This is the process that
is responsible for warming the surface air that has been cooled by the vertical flux
of heat by the large scale eddies. In the control run the equilibrated surface air
temperature is larger than the ocean temperature so there is a net flux of heat into
the ocean in the equilibrated state. The warmer surface air temperature is due to
the downward heat transport by the turbulent eddies. The vertical structure of
NU2 is closer to observations than the static stability of the control run. The static
stability of NU4 is essentially that of the symmetric state. The static stability at
the tropopause is relatively independent to the magnitude of the eddy diffusion
coefficients and is a maximum when the eddy diffusion coefficients are equal to
zero.
Figure 6-17 shows that the meridional temperature gradients are also sen-
sitive to the magnitude of the eddy diffusion coefficients. Decreasing the eddy
diffusion coefficients allows the eddies to be more efficient at reducing the merid-
ional temperature gradients in the ABL. The vertical profile of the meridional
temperature gradients above the ABL appear to be dependent upon the magni-
tude of the meridional temperature gradients at the top of the ABL. The vertical
profile is similar for both NU2, NU3, and CNT, with the meridional temperature
gradients at the top of the ABL as a lower boundary condition for the temperature
gradients above the ABL. The run with eddy diffusion coefficients equal to zero
(NU1) has a different vertical profile than the other runs, essentially because the
top of the ABL is much lower in this run.
Figure 6-15 shows that even though the temperature gradients are reduced
when the eddy diffusion coefficients are reduced, NU1 and NU2, the small static
stability causes the pv gradients in the ABL to become large. Increasing the eddy
diffusion coefficients, NU3 and NU4, does not have a very large impact on the
static stability so the decrease in the pv gradients in the ABL is modest relative
to the control run.
The meridional eddy heat fluxes for NU1-NU4 and CNT are shown in Figure
6-18. This figure shows that when the eddy diffusion coefficients are increased
to 20 ms/s ( *'s) the heat fluxes are reduced by a factor of four in the ABL and
essentially equal to zero above the ABL. The nonlinear dependence of the stability
of the large scale waves on the magnitude of the eddy diffusion coefficients is seen
in the comparison between'NU3,NU4, and CNT. Increasing the eddy diffusion co-
efficients by 5m 2/s has little impact on the heat fluxes. Increasing the coefficients
an additional 5m 2/s stabilizes the waves above the ABL. Setting the vertical dif-
fusion coefficient to zero causes the heat fluxes to peak at the second level above
the surface (NU1), whereas all runs with nonzero eddy diffusion coefficients peak
higher up. The meridional eddy heat flux at the center of the channel is relatively
insensitive to a decrease in the eddy diffusion coefficients (NU2). This is interest-
ing considering that the meridional temperature gradients are highly dependent
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upon the magnitude of the eddy diffusion coefficients ( Figure 6-17).
Since NU1-NU4 and CNT vary the eddy diffusion coefficient for heat and
momentum together, it is not clear if the diffusion of one is dominant over the
other. Therefore, two other cases have been run. NU5 and NU6 vary the two
diffusion coefficients in order to determine if one process is dominant over the
other. It is found that the thermal diffusion dominates over the vertical diffusion
of momentum (figure not shown). The equilibrated meridional eddy heat flux,
zonal mean static stability, pv gradients, and meridional temperature gradients of
NU5 are equal to NU2 and equivalently for NU6 and CNT. Therefore, the mean
state and fluxes of the run are determined by the value of the thermal diffusion
coefficient and are relatively independent to the vertical diffusion of momentum,
for this range of the eddy diffusion coefficients.
6.2.3 Varying the ABL height
Figure 6-20 shows the equilibrated meridional temperature gradients. This figure
shows that, except for BL3, the magnitude of the temperature gradients in the
ABL are relatively independent of the height at which the eddy diffusion coefficient
goes to zero. The magnitude of the temperature gradients fall off rapidly up to
1.50 mb for BLi, BL2 and CNT. BL3 has equilibrated meridional temperature
gradients that differ from RCE only in the ABL.
Figure 6-19 shows the equilibrated static stability for BL1-BL3 and CNT.
This figure shows that for all runs. even BL3, the static stability peaks at the level
just below where the eddy diffusion goes to zero. The adjustment to the static
stability and meridional temperature gradients in BL3 are sufficient to stabilize
the large scale waves. This is seen in Figure 6-21 which shows the meridional eddv
heat fluxes for BL1-BL3 and CNT. The heat fluxes for BL3 are seen to be equal
to zero above the ABL. It is not clear why setting the boundary layer height in
this way causes such dramatic results.
Figures 6-22 and 6-23 shows the equilibrated pv gradients at the center
of the channel above and within the ABL, respectively, for the BL1-BL3 runs.
Figure 6-22 shows that BLI and BL2 have minimum pv gradients at the level
above where the vertical diffusion coefficient goes to zero. BL3 has a very different
vertical profile. This run has negative pv gradients of close to -30 and very little
pv mixing above 500 mb.- Figure 6-23 shows that the large decrease in the
static stability, that results when the boundary layer height is lowered, causes the
magnitude of the pv gradients within the ABL to increase substantially.
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Figure 6-9: Comparison of the equilibrated pv gradients
above the ABL at the center of the channel for runs CD1-
CD7, in units of #.
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Figure 6-10: Comparison of the equilibrated pv gradients
within the ABL at the center of the channel for runs CD1-
CD7, in units off,3.
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Figure 6-11: Comparison of the equilibrated static stability
at the center of the channel for runs CD1-CD7.
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Figure 6-12: Comparison of the equilibrated meridional tem-
perature gradients at the center of the channel for runs CD1-
CD7.
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Figure 6-13: Comparison of the equilibrated meridional eddy
heat fluxes at the center of the channel for runs CD1-CD7.
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Figure 6-14: Comparison of the equilibrated pv gradients
above the ABL at the center of the channel for runs NU1-
NU4, in units of #.
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Figure 6-15: Comparison of the equilibrated pv gradients in
the ABL at the center of the channel for runs NU1-NU4, in
units of #.
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Figure 6-16: Comparison of the equilibrated static stability
at the center of the channel for runs NU1-NU4.
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Figure 6-17: Comparison of the equilibrated meridional tem-
perature gradients at the center of the channel for runs NU1-
NU4.
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Figure 6-18: Comparison of the equilibrated meridional eddy
heat fluxes at the center of the channel for runs NU1-NU4.
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Figure 6-19: Comparison of the equilibrated static stability
at the center of the channel for runs BL1-BL3.
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Figure 6-20: Comparison of the equilibrated meridional tem-
perature gradients at the center of the channel for runs BLI-
BL3.
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Figure 6-21: Comparison of the equilibrated meridional eddy
heat fluxes at the center of the channel for runs BL1-BL3.
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Figure 6-22: Comparison of the equilibrated pv gradients
above the ABL at the center of the channel for runs BL1-
BL3, in units of #.
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Figure 6-23: Comparison of the equilibrated pv gradients in
the ABL at the center of the channel for runs BL1-BL3, in
units of #.
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6.3 Winds and temperature in the ABL
6.3.1 The Ekman momentum approximation
This Section shows how including the ageostrophic terms in the ABL which are
necessary to resolve an Ekman spiral modify the results of the control run. Figures
6-24, 6-2.5, and 6-26 show the terms in the qg vorticity equation. The equation
is divided into the first-order terms in the equation within the ABL, which are,
the coriolis force, and the vertical diffusion due to the geostrophic winds, and the
vertical diffusion due to the ageostrophic winds, respectively. The other terms in
the equation are found to be at least an order of magnitude smaller than these
terms (figure not shown). These figures show that the ageostrophic winds cause
the total friction to be reduced by a factor of two. The ageostrophic winds are
only significant in the friction at the first model level.
Figure 6-27 shows the latitudinal pressure cross-section of the pv gradients
in the equilibrated state with the ageostrophic winds included in the vertical dif-
fusion of momentum. This figure shows that the vertical structure at the center of
the channel is qualitatively the same as the control run (Figure 3-10). Compared
to the control run, the pv gradients are larger in the ABL and more broadly dis-
tributed near the tropopause. Otherwise, the general features of large pv gradients
within the ABL, complete homogenization just above the ABL, and pv gradients
close to radiative equilibrium near the tropopause are robust. The zonal mean
geostrophic winds increase by a factor of two at the surface.
Although, the zonal mean state was found to be relatively insensitive to the
ageostrophic winds in the friction, the mean fluxes are not. The vertical eddy heat
flux. the meridional eddy heat flux, and the momentum flux all increase by .50%
figures not shown), but the vertical distribution of these fluxes are unchanged.
All of these results, the increase the magnitude of the fluxes, the larger
geostrophic wind and pv gradients within the ABL, are consistent with a de-
crease in the drag coefficient by a factor of two. In order to demonstrate this
conclusion Figures 6-28 and 6-29 show the pv gradients within and above the
ABL, respectively, for two values of the surface drag, cd = 0.05 designated by
x's and cd = 0.03 designated by o's, and the control run including ageostrophic
winds in the vertical diffusion of momentum, designated by +'s. These figures
show that the pv gradients of the control run, which has a surface drag equal to
0.06, with the Ekman momentum approximation in the ABL are bracketed by the
two runs without the Ekman momentum approximation and a surface drag equal
to 0.03 and 0.05. This is true above the first two model levels. At the first two
model levels the control run with the Ekman momentum approximation has pv
gradients that are slightly larger than the other two runs. Figure 6-30 shows same
comparison for the meridional heat fluxes. This figure shows that the meridional
heat fluxes of the control run plus the Ekman momentum approximation above
the ABL are closely approximated by the run which has a surface drag equal to
0.03. Within the ABL, the meridional heat fluxes of the control run plus the
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Ekman momentum approximation are bracketed by the two runs which vary the
surface drag.
Figures 6-31 and 6-32 show the total wind vectors at the surface with and
without the ageostrophic friction, respectively. Therefore, both of the figures
include the ageostrophic winds but only Figure 6-31 includes the ageostrophic
winds in the evaluation of the vertical diffusion of momentum. The winds in
Figure 6-31 have a turning angle of 38 degrees at the center of the channel, while
the winds from the control run have a turning angle of 28 degrees at the center of
the channel. The control run has significant turning of the winds at the surface,
but this turning is enhanced when the ageostrophic winds are included in the
vertical diffusion of momentum.
Although the control run does not include the first-order balance which de-
fines an Ekman layer, this Section has shown that including the contribution of the
ageostrophic winds to the vertical diffusion of momentum does not qualitatively
change the equilibrated state of the control run. Including the ageostrophic winds
in the vertical diffusion was found to be equivalent to decreasing the surface drag
by a factor of two.
6.3.2 Surface wind and temperature formulations
In order to demonstrate the significance of including an equation for the surface
air temperature tendency and an equation which explicitly resolves an Ekman
layer, three different runs are compared in this Section. The first run is the
control run which neglects both the interactive surface air temperature tendency
equation and the terms which are needed to explicitly resolve an Ekman layer.
The second run is the control run coupled to an equation for the surface air
temperature tendency. The third run looks at the combined impact of both the
interactive surface air temperature tendency equation and the Ekman momentum
approximation. Figure 6-33 shows a comparison of the meridional eddy heat fluxes
for these three different runs. Figure 6-33 shows that the meridional eddy heat
fluxes in the ABL are sensitive to the treatment of the surface air temperature,
the fluxes being larger at the lowest model level when the surface temperature is
allowed to vary independently. All of the runs have peak fluxes at 800 mb but
the fluxes from the interactive surface air temperature run are significantly larger
below 750 mb than the fluxes of the control run. The interactive fluxes are much
less damped in the boundary layer. Above 750 mb, the fluxes of the runs with
interactive surface air temperatures are closer to the fluxes of the control run.
Figure 6-34 shows a comparison of the vertical profile of the temperature
gradient at the center of the channel for the three runs. This figure shows that
the fluxes are not simply related to the meridional temperature gradients. It is
seen that the temperature gradients throughout the ABL and lower troposphere
are significantly reduced when the surface temperature is allowed to be interactive.
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Figure 6-24: The vorticity tendency contribution from the
coriolis force, when the ageostrophic winds contribute to the
vertical diffusion of momentum.
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Figure 6-25: The vorticity tendency contribution from the
geostrophic friction, when the ageostrophic winds contribute
to the vertical diffusion of momentum.
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Figure 6-26: The vorticity tendency contribution from the
ageostrophic friction, when the ageostrophic winds contribute
to the vertical diffusion of momentum.
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Figure 6-27: Latitudinal pressure cross-section of the equili-
brated pv gradients, when the ageostrophic winds contribute
to the vertical diffusion of momentum.
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Figure 6-28: Comparison of the equilibrated pv gradients in
the ABL at the center of the channel for two values of the
surface drag ( 0.05 = x's, 0.03 = o's) and the control run
including ageostrophic winds in the vertical diffusion of mo-
mentum ( +'s), in units of #.
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Figure 6-29: Comparison of the equilibrated pv gradients
above the ABL at the center of the channel for two values
of the surface drag ( 0.05 = x's, 0.03 = o's) and the control
run including ageostrophic winds in the vertical diffusion of
momentum ( +'s), in units of #.
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Figure 6-30: Comparison of the meridional eddy heat fluxes
at the center of the channel for two values of the surface
drag ( 0.05 = x's, 0.03 = o's) and the control run including
ageostrophic winds in the vertical diffusion of momentum (
+'s). The numbers in the legend are the vertically averaged
meridional eddy potential temperature fluxes at the center of
the channel for each run.
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Figure 6-31: Total winds vector on geopotential contours, in
units of meters, at 1000 mb, when the ageostrophic winds
contribute to the vertical diffusion of momentum.
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Figure 6-32: Total winds vector on geopotential contours, in
units of meters, at 1000 mb, for the control run.
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The meridional temperature gradients in the ABL are much closer to observations
when the surface air temperature is allowed to be interactive.
Figures 6-35 and 6-36 show a comparison of the vertical profile of the pv
gradients at the center of the channel for the three runs. The reduction in the
temperature gradients with an interactive surface temperature causes the large pv
gradients in the ABL to be reduced by a factor of two. The homogenized pv above
the ABL is relatively unchanged when the surface temperature is allowed to be
interactive. This means that, although the meridional temperature gradients are
closer to observations, the static stability is adjusted farther from observations.
This series of runs has shown that the pv and temperature gradients in the
ABL are very sensitive to the treatment of the surface air temperature. The pv
and temperature gradients above the ABL were shown to be independent to the
treatment of the surface air temperature.
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Figure 6-33: Comparison of the meridional eddy heat fluxes
for the control and the interactive surface air temperature,
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Figure 6-34: Comparison of the meridional temperature gra-
dients for the control run and the interactive surface air tem-
perature, with and without ageostrophic friction, runs.
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Figure 6-35: Comparison of the meridional pv gradients in
the ABL for the control run and the interactive surface air
temperature, with and without ageostrophic friction, runs, in
units of ,3.
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Figure 6-36: Comparison of the meridional pv gradients
above the ABL for the control run and the interactive sur-
face air temperature, with and without ageostrophic friction,
runs, in units of 3.
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Chapter 7
The role of variable static
stability
7.1 Introduction
Previous studies have shown that it is necessary to include the processes and feed-
backs that are responsible for the maintenance of the static stability in order to
model the observed zonal mean static stability and eddv fluxes. Both observa-
tional and model studies have demonstrated that the feedbacks which determine
the vertical temperature structure of the troposphere are as significant in de-
termining the observed mean fluxes and temperature structure as the feedbacks
which determine the horizontal temperature structure. Gutowski, Branscome,
and Stewart (1989) included both surface heat fluxes and surface friction in a
multi-level primitive equation baroclinic lifecycle study. This study found that it
is necessary to include both surface friction and surface heat fluxes in order to
get realistic eddy heat flux distributions and mean temperature profiles. A recent
observational study by Swanson and Pierrehumbert (1997) has shown that the
lower tropospheric heat transport is characterized by strong thermal damping of
temperature anomalies back to the underlying oceanic surface temperature with
characteristic timescales of one day. This study suggests that thermal diffusion
would also be a significant process in the dynamical balance which determines the
mean static stability.
This model has been shown in Chapter 3 to have equilibrated zonal mean
potential vorticity gradients that resemble the observed structure of the potential
vorticity in the mid latitude troposphere. It has also been shown in Chapter 5
that the model has equilibrated zonal mean potential vorticity gradients that are
relatively insensitive to changes in radiative forcing. It is of interest to determine
to what extent the interactive static stability is responsible for these results.
The model used in this study was designed to include the wave-mean flow
feedbacks which maintain both the horizontal and vertical temperature structure.
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Therefore, this Chapter addresses the following questions. To what extent is the
equilibrated state of the model, and its resemblance to observations, due to the
interactive static stability? In what way does allowing for an interactive static
change the model's equilibrated climate? Does this change in the model's equili-
brated climate play a significant role in the insensitivity of the model's potential
vorticity gradients to changes in external forcing?
7.2 Fixed versus interactive static stability
runs
7.2.1 Equilibrated state with fixed static stability
The model has been shown to resemble the observed potential vorticity structure
of the wintertime mid latitude troposphere. The large scale eddies that maintain
this equilibrated state were shown in the previous Section to extend throughout the
depth of the model's troposphere. This Section looks at the role of the interactive
static stability in these results.
Figure 7-1 shows the latitude pressure cross-section of the zonal mean po-
tential vorticity gradients, in units of #, in the equilibrated state with the static
stability held fixed at -7K/km. This Figure shows that holding the static stability
fixed results in smaller pv gradients in the ABL, compared to the pv gradients
in the equilibrated state of the control run Figure 3-10. The characteristic ho-
mogenization of pv above the ABL, that was seen in the runs when the radiative
forcing was varied, is not seen in the equilibrated state when the static stability is
held fixed. This is only true in the region just above the ABL since there is still
homogenized pv on the sides of the jet. Therefore, the complete homogenization
of the pv just above the ABL is dependent upon the adjustment due to both the
meridional temperature gradients and static stability.
Figure 7-2 shows the terms in the perturbation pe tendency equation when
the static stability is held fixed. Compared to Figure 3-26, which shows the terms
for the control run, the fluxes in the lower troposphere are an order of magnitude
smaller when the static stability is held fixed. In the control run, the vertical fluxes
of heat in the upper troposphere cause the static stability to increase. This increase
in the static stability and stabilization of the large scale eddies is prevented when
the static stability is held fixed. These feedbacks may be the reason why the
wave-wave interactions are insignificant in the upper troposphere of the control
run,'but are as important as the quasi-linear fluxes when the static stability is
held fixed.
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7.2.2 Sensitivity to changes in external forcing
The previous Section has shown that the feedbacks which maintain the static sta-
bility play a significant role in the homogenization of pv above the ABL. This
homogenization of pv was shown to be consistent with the pv structure of the
observed wintertime mid latitude climate. It is of interest to determine how this
modification to the equilibrated state changes the model's sensitivity to changes
in external forcing. Previous studies which hold static stability fixed have con-
cluded that the eddies which maintain the equilibrated climate are shallow and
are insensitive to changes in the upper tropospheric temperature gradients, (Pavan
1996; Held and O'Brien 1992). Pavan (1996) used a multi-level qg 3-plane channel
model to study the sensitivity of the model's equilibrated climate to changes in
the vertical structure of the radiative equilibrium temperature gradients. There
are many significant differences between the model that Pavan (1996) used and
the model that has been used for this thesis. Pavan's model has an ABL that
is parameterized by Ekman pumping at the lower boundary, a diabatic heating
timescale of 30 days, and a static stability that is independent of height. The runs
done in this section are motivated by this study but the large differences between
the model's make it difficult to directly compare the results.
It is not clear how allowing for an interactive static stability, and a more
realistic equilibrated pv structure. will change the model's sensitivity to changes
in external forcing. This Section investigates how holding the static stability fixed
changes the model's sensitivity to changes in external forcing.
The RCE state chosen to test the sensitivity to changes in external forcing
is shown in Figure 7-3. This figure shows the comparison between the RCE and
equilibrated meridional temperature gradients at the center of the channel, for the
two runs which include an interactive static stability, the control run and the run
with increased upper tropospheric RCE temperature gradients (JUT). The dashed
lines in the Figure show the RCE states for the control and IUT temperature
gradients. The solid lines show the equilibrated temperature gradients. The x's
are for the control run. The o's are for the IUT runs. The IUT RCE state has a
2% increase in the vertically averaged lower tropospheric temperature gradients
and a 10% increase in the vertically averaged upper tropospheric temperature
gradients.
These temperature gradients were chosen because of the results of model-
ing studies, such as Manabe and Wetherald (1975), which predict that increased
concentration of greenhouse gases would result in smaller lower tropospheric tem-
perature gradients but larger upper tropospheric gradients, relative to the current
climate. A profile with an increase in the temperature gradients at all levels was
chosen, instead of increases in just the upper troposphere, to prevent large jumps
in the pv gradients in the mid troposphere which may have an impact on the sta-
bility of the large scale waves. A few runs were done with various modifications
to the IUT RCE temperature gradients to determine if the response is due to the
changes in the upper troposphere or due to the changes in the lower troposphere.
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It was determined that the response, which will be discussed below, is primarily
due to the increase in the temperature gradients in the upper troposphere.
Figure 7-4 shows the comparison between the RCE and equilibrated merid-
ional temperature gradients at the center of the channel, for the runs that hold
the static stability fixed. Comparing Figure 7-4 to Figure 7-3 it is seen that within
the ABL, the meridional temperature gradients are independent of whether or not
there is an interactive static stability. Above the ABL, the run with an interactive
static stability is more adjusted, smaller equilibrated meridional temperature gra-
dients, when the radiative equilibrium upper tropospheric temperature gradients
are increased, but these differences are relatively small.
Figure 7-5 shows the comparison of the magnitude of the perturbation pv
at the center of the channel, with and without the increased upper tropospheric
temperature gradients, including an interactive static stability. The line with the
x's is from the control run. The line with the o's is for the run which is relaxed
towards the IUT RCE state. The dash line shows the difference between the
two runs. The dashed line shows that the primary response of the perturbation
pv to the IUT RCE is in the ABL. The amplitude of the perturbation pv at
the tropopause is relatively unchanged. The vertical fluxes of heat in the upper
troposphere cause the static stability to increase. This increase in the static
stability and stabilization of the large scale eddies causes the amplitude of the
perturbation pv to be relatively independent to changes in forcing in the upper
troposphere.
Figure 7-6 shows the same comparison as Figure 7-5, holding the lapse rate
fixed at -7 K/km. The primary peak at the surface, that was observed when the
static stability was allowed to vary, is absent. The perturbation pv peaks instead
away from the surface, at the second model level. The dash line shows that when
the static stability is held fixed, the primary response to the JUT RCE is at the
tropopause. This is consistent with the previous studies that were discussed in
the introduction that looked at the response to an increase in upper tropospheric
temperature gradients with a fixed static stability.
Figure 7-7 shows the same comparison as Figure 7-6, except that the static
stability is held fixed using the static stability of the equilibrated state of the
control run. This comparison was done to determine if choosing a more realistic
vertical profile for the static stability will cause the perturbation pv in the ABL to
be more sensitive to changes in the upper level RCE temperature gradients when
the static stability is held fixed. The dashed line shows the difference between the
control run and the control run with increased upper tropospheric RCE temper-
ature gradients, as in Figure 7-6. This was discussed in the previous paragraph.
The dash-dot line shows the difference between the control run and the run with
increased upper tropospheric RCE temperature gradients and a static stability
which was held fixed to the control run values. This line shows that, although
the pv gradients above the ABL are small in this run, the perturbation pv is
still relatively insensitive to a change in the upper tropospheric RCE temperature
gradients when the static stability is held fixed.
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Figure 7-8 is a comparison of the initial and equilibrated static stability for the
same three runs as in Figure 7-7. This figure shows that, given the small change
in the forcing in the upper troposphere, the static stability within and above
the ABL is sensitive to a change in the upper tropospheric RCE temperature
gradients, although the equilibrated meridional temperature gradients are not (
Figure 7-9 ).
This Section has shown that the feedbacks which maintain the static stability
are responsible for the sensitivity of perturbation pv in the ABL to changes in the
upper tropospheric temperature gradients. This sensitivity is absent when the
static stability is held fixed, even if the fixed static stability is chosen to have a
more realistic vertical profile. Therefore, the feedbacks which maintain the static
stability, and couple the model's atmosphere to the surface, play an important
role in coupling the model's ABL with the upper troposphere.
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Figure 7-3: Comparison between RCE and the equilibrated
meridional temperature gradients, at the center of the chan-
nel for the runs which include an interactive static stability.
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Figure 7-4: Comparison between RCE and the equilibrated
meridional ternperature gradients, at the center of the chan-
nel, for the runs which hold the static stability fixed.
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Figure 7-5: Comparison of the magnitude of the perturba-
tion pv at the center of the channel, with and without the
increased upper tropospheric temperature gradients, includ-
ing an interactive static stability.
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Figure 7-6: Comparison of the magnitude of the pertur-
bation pv at the center of the channel, with and without
the increased upper tropospheric temperature gradients, with
static stability held fixed at -7 K/km.
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Figure 7-7: Comparison of the magnitude of the perturba-
tion pv at the center of the channel, with and without the in-
creased upper tropospheric temperature gradients, with and
without interactive static stability. Line with x's mark the
control run with interactive static stability. Line with o's
mark the control run with interactive static stability and in-
creased upper tropospheric RCE temperature gradients. Line
with *'s mark the run with increased upper tropospheric RCE
temperature gradients and static stability held fixed at the
values of the equilibrated state of the control run
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ture gradients, with and without interactive static stability.
Line with x's mark the control run, with interactive static
stability. Line with o's mark the control run with interac-
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temperature gradients. Line with +'s mark the run with in-
creased upper tropospheric RCE temperature gradients and
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Figure 7-9: Comparison of the equilibrated meridional tem-
perature gradients at the center of the channel, with and
without the increased upper tropospheric temperature gra-
dients, with and without interactive static stability. Line
with x's mark the control run, with interactive static stabil-
ity. Line with o's mark the control run with interactive static
stability and increased upper tropospheric RCE temperature
gradients. Line with +'s mark the run with increased upper
tropospheric RCE temperature gradients and static stability
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Chapter 8
Summary
A multi-level quasi-geostrophic mid-latitude 3 -plane channel model with simple
representations of heating and friction has been described and used to study the
sensitivity of the model's equilibrated climate to changes in radiative forcing and
mixing by turbulent eddies within the ABL.
This model has been shown to have an equilibrated climate and mean fluxes
that resemble the observed wintertime tropospheric climate. This equilibrated
climate has been shown to be linearly stable to small amplitude perturbations.
A ID linear stability analysis was found to give inaccurate results due to the
sensitivity of these results on the estimate of the meridional structure of the eddies.
The model's equilibrated climate was found to be stabilized by a decrease in
the vertical resolution. This sensitivity on the vertical resolution was found to
be eliminated when an interactive surface temperature was coupled to the model.
The model was found to be insensitive to an increase in the resolution at the
tropopause, which results in an increase in the pv gradients at the tropopause.
The equilibrated meridional temperature gradients at the lowest model level
were found to be fixed to the RCE temperature gradients because of the damping
by the thermal diffusion, in agreement with the observational study by Swanson
and Pierrehumbert (1997). The vertical diffusion of heat was also responsible
for the mixing of heat across the air-sea interface which kept the static stability
small. Qualitatively, the static stability and meridional temperature gradients
were consistent with observations.
Above the ABL, the pv gradients were found to be relatively independent to
the changes in radiative forcing and mixing within the ABL, however the static
stability and the meridional temperature gradients were not. The magnitude and
vertical structure of the static stability and the meridional temperature gradients
were found to be very sensitive to changes in radiative forcing and the parameters
that define the mixing with the ABL.
This study has shown that it is important to include both an interactive static
stability and a representation of a tropopause/stratosphere in order to model the
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dynamics in the boundary layer. The lack of a tropopause or an interactive static
stability caused the large-scale eddies that maintain the equilibrated to become
shallow. Including a representation of a tropopause and an interactive static
stability resulted in deep eddies which extend throughout the troposphere. Deeper
eddies caused dynamics within the ABL to be more sensitive to changes in forcing
in the upper tropopause.
The vertical eddy heat fluxes that maintain the static stability were found
to play a significant role in the modification of the mean climate throughout the
troposphere. The feedback between the vertical fluxes of heat and the thermal
diffusion near the lower boundary caused the vertical temperature to be well
mixed. Above the boundary layer, the vertical eddies played an important role in
the homogenization of the pv. The homogenization of pv just above the ABL was
absent when the vertical eddy heat fluxes were not allowed to modify the static
stability, although the homogenization on the sides of the jet was unchanged.
At the tropopause, the feedback between the vertical eddy heat fluxes and the
radiative forcing played an important role in the maintenance of the amplitude of
the eddy pe.
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Appendix A
Model study of the barotropic
point jet
A.1 The Barotropic Point Jet
An analytical prototype problem developed to investigate the modification of the
neutral state. in the presence of external forcing in a continuous atmosphere, is
the problem of the barotropic point jet. Lindzen et al. (1983) showed that the
barotropic easterly jet problem is mathematically homomorphic to the Boussinesq
Charney problem. The linearized equation for the time rate of change of the
perturbation potential vorticity , on a basic zonal flow ,is
_q' + q' + q
at ax Oy
where the meridional potential vorticity gradient is.
8- _
=- uay
and D is the dissipation time constant. In the quasi-linear integrations, this
term acts to both dissipate the waves and dissipate/force the mean flow. In the
barotropic problem, the perturbation potential vorticity is equal to the perturba-
tion vorticity,
/ a2V) a2gq =y + ,X2  (2)
where V is the perturbation streamfunction. Assuming normal mode solutions,
the equation governing the linearized perturbations reduces to,
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YY+ _3 "" - k 2 =iD (k "" (3)
k]U-c k(u -c)
where solutions are assumed to be of the form IF = /(y)exp[ik(x - ct)].
Figure A-1 shows the initial jet structure and the potential vorticity gra-
dient of the basic state for the barotropic jet and for the Charney problem. In
a numerical simulation of this problem, Schoeberl and Lindzen (1984; hereafter,
SL) demonstrated that, in the absence of forcing, an unstable jet evolved to a
steady-state that was neutral to the eddies. This neutral state was the neutral
state as defined by the Charney-Stern criterion for stability. The shear of the flow
was modified by the waves as predicted by the linear adjustment theory. The jet
evolved from a point to a parabola such that,
qY, -uiyy = 0. (4)
When dissipation was added to the system, the neutral state was found to be
supercritical by the Charney-Stern theorem, even though the growth of the waves
had been suppressed. The steady-state in the presence of dissipation was found
to be independent of the magnitude of the dissipation. The supercritical neutral
state was found to have a balance between the generation of vorticity by the mean-
flow and the dissipation of vorticity due to the eddies. SL note that the neutral
state would not be independent of the magnitude of the dissipation if a form other
than linear damping had been used.
The problem of the easterly barotropic jet presents the ability to investigate
the primary aspects of the impact of resolution on the linearized Charney problem
in a two-dimensional model. A two-dimensional model can be used to derive
analytic dispersion relations as a function of 0, zonal wind and resolution.
Since the barotropic jet is two-dimensional it can not be used to investigate
the full three dimensional nonlinear baroclinic problem. The analogy between
the linearized barotropic jet and the linearized Boussinesq Charney problem as-
sumes that the meridional wavenumber is equal to zero. Even though this is the
most unstable wavenumber for the Charney problem, it is most likely not the
dominant meridional wavenumber that would be found in the presence of a jet.
Lindzen (1993) notes that a meridional jet of width L would impose a meridional
wavenumber of I = 1/L on the baroclinic instabilities. For a characteristic winter
subtropical jet with a width of 0. 15a, where a is the radius of the earth, this merid-
ional wavenumber is found.to be close to global wavenumber 6. Observations of
the mid-latitude winter indicate that this is the wavenumber associated with the
maximum normal mode growth.
Idannou and Lindzen (1986) studied the impact of the meridional structure
of barotropically stable jets on baroclinic instability. This analysis studied the
linear stability of quasi-geostrophic perturbations on a mid-latitude 3-plane. Thejet structure was found to meridionally contain the baroclinic instabilities. It
was found that the growth rates of the unstable modes could be estimated from
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models without barotropic jets, if the appropriate vertical shear and meridional
wavenumber was chosen.
A further result of the Ioannou and Lindzen paper was that heat and momen-
tum fluxes associated with the unstable waves tended to increase the barotropicity
of the flow while reducing the baroclinicity. The increase in the barotropicity is
due to the convergence of momentum fluxes at the jet and the resultant increase in
the curvature of the meridional jet structure. The barotropic effects on baroclinic
instability can not be investigated in a two dimensional model. These dynamics
will be investigated in the proposed full three dimensional model.
A.2 Linear results
In order to derive boundary conditions for the barotropic jet that are analogous to
the Charney problem. symmetry of the perturbation streamfunction was required
at the point of the jet. SL, Schoeberl and Nielsen (1984; hereafter, SN) and Nielsen
and Schoeberl ( 1986: hereafter, NS) studied the full one-point jet and imposed the
boundary condition that there be no mass flux into the jet at the walls sufficiently
far from the jet maximum. This formulation of the problem does not exclude the
asymmetric modes from the solution and therefore does not strictly satisfy the
requirement that the solution be symmetric about the jet. This was found to be
an adequate formulation to the problem that was investigated by these previous
studies because., for the values of the zonal mean wind and ,3 that were used, the
asymmetric modes were found to be small relative to the symmetric modes. This
may not be true generally. Therefore, this study will only look at the half jet so
that the symmetric boundary condition is strictly satisfied.
The linearized equation for the perturbation streamfunction, equation (3)
has been solved numerically as an eigenvalue problem for the phase speed, c.
The linear problem has been solved numerically for two different schemes. The
first scheme is the numerical set-up of the barotropic problem. In the studies
of SN and NS, the barotropic problem is solved numerically with the perturba-
tion and mean streamfunction at the same meridional levels. The mean zonal
wind is calculated using a centered finite difference scheme so that the perturba-
tion streamfunction and the mean zonal wind are placed at the same meridional
level. When this numerical scheme is used to set-up the two-level formulation
of the barotropic problem, the use of the centered finite difference scheme intro-
duces a computational mode into the equilibrium solution. Therefore, a second
scheme has been formulated. The second scheme is called the staggered barotropic
scheme. The staggered scheme places the mean streamfunction at the mid-level
so that the mean zonal wind is calculated at the level. The use of this scheme in
the numerical integration of the barotropic problem removes the computational
mode. This scheme can not be used to calculate the barotropic wave-wave in-
teraction terms, therefore the first scheme is used for the nonlinear integrations.
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n uc c
pts m/s 10- 5/s
3 60.0 2.4
5 30.0 1.2
9 15.0 0.6
17 7.5 -0.3
Table A.1: Values of the critical zonal wind for resolutions used in this study of the
barotropic point jet.
The staggered barotropic scheme has been for all of the linear and quasi-linear
calculations described in this paper. The boundary condition on the perturbation
streamfunction at y = 0 is that v' = 0. This is the requirement that there be
no mass flux into the half jet from outside the channel. The boundary condition
at y = L, the point of the half jet, is u' = 0. This is the requirement that the
perturbation streamfunction be symmetric about the point of the jet. This is
the boundary condition that must be imposed in order to make this barotropic
problem analogous to the linearized Charney problem. The barotropic problem
which is equivalent to the two-level baroclinic problem has three levels where the
perturbation streamfunction is defined. If the numerical problem is solved using
adequately high resolution, then the results are independent of the scheme used.
In all of the calculations, there are 129 points in the zonal direction and the length
of the channel is kept fixed at 20,000 km. The width of the half jet is held fixed
at 2500 km. In all of the integrations # 1.9 x 10- 1  .
A.2.1 Critical zonal mean wind
In a dissipationless system, there is no normal mode growth when the Charney-
Stern criteria for stability is satisfied. This condition is met when the meridional
potential vorticity gradient does not change sign and can be written,
- > 0. ()
Ay
Where P is the constant zonal mean shear of the basic state and is equal to ,r = .
In this problem L is equal to the width of the half jet. Equation (5) can be solved
for the critical zonal mean wind for instability. Table A.1 lists the values of the
critical zonal wind for resolutions used in this study.
Pe is the critical shear and n is the number of meridional gridpoints in the
half jet. For the same value of the zonal mean wind, an increase in resolution
will make the problem more unstable. This is because the delta function in the
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meridional gradient of the potential vorticity becomes better defined when the
resolution is increased. This decreases the value of the potential vorticity gradient
at the point of the jet. A decrease in resolution can increase the value of the
potential vorticity gradient to the point where the waves have been completely
stabilized. When Ay -+ 0, the system is always unstable and Fe -* 0. With the
given parameters, The 3 pt system, which is equivalent to the two-level model, is
stable for all mean zonal winds less that 60 m/s.
The critical zonal mean wind and shear that is calculated in Table A.1 is not
the critical zonal mean wind and shear that is predicted by the Charney-Stern
Theorem for the quasi-linear neutral state. This is due to the initial zonal wind
profile used in the staggered barotropic scheme. In order for the two different
numerical schemes to be consistent, the initial mean streamfunction of the stag-
gered barotropic sheme was calculated from the initial mean streamfunction of
the original scheme. The mean streamfunction of the staggered scheme at the
midpoint is the average of the mean streamfunction of the original scheme at the
gridpoint. The critical shear predicted for the quasi-linear neutral state is equal
to Fe/2.
A.2.2 Linear parameter study
The linear stability of the Charney problem was studied by Held (1978a). This
study derived the vertical scale height of linear quasi-geostrophic waves that were
destabilized by surface temperature gradients. This vertical scale height, h, is only
relevant when h << H, where H is equal to the geometric height of the model
and
f2ih =
and the potential vorticity gradient is evaluated at the jet. The shear and static
stability are constant. The horizontal wavelength of the most unstable wave was
derived to be proportional to
Ahh Nh/fo.
Held (1978a) assumed that the horizontal phase speed of the waves was scaled by
Th. When h is the relevant scale height,
h = - h << uO.
Dz H
The horizontal phase speed, c, is 0(uo) in the barotropic point jet problem, NS.
Therefore, c will be scaled by no instead of the scaling used by Held (1978a). Using
this scaling, the growth rate of the waves would be O(kc) - O("f'). This scaling
analysis can be applied to the barotropic point jet by replacing -f-- with .
The meridional scale height of the waves, for the barotropic point jet, is calculated
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to be,
(n - 1) # _1
L r
Since r > # for instability, a decrease in the resolution will increase the scale
height of the waves. When I >> L, the scale height of the waves is replaced by
L. The zonal wavelength of the most unstable wave is proportional to 1. This
means that the most unstable wavelength will increase when the resolution is
decreased. The growth rate of the most unstable wave is O(kc) and is proportional
to y = L R. Decreasing the resolution, decreases the jump in the potential
vorticity gradient at the jet and decreases the growth rate of the most unstable
wave.
Figures A-2, A-3, and A-4 show the growth rates calculated using the
staggered scheme for the half jet that is defined by 9 gridpoints. Figure 2 is
the growth rates of waves 1-10 when the zonal mean wind is increased from 0 to
.56 m/s. Increasing the zonal mean wind increases the growth rate of the most
unstable wave. This plot also shows that the wavelength of the most unstable
wave increases when the zonal mean wind is increased. This result is inconsistent
with the scaling analysis and is being studied at this time. The most unstable
wave for a zonal mean wind of 20 m/s is wave .5. When the zonal mean wind is
increased to 40 m/s the most unstable wave is reduced to wave 3. The range in
the growth rates for the unstable waves also increases as the zonal mean wind is
increased. This means that the most unstable wave will grow much faster than
the other unstable waves when the zonal mean wind is increased. This may have
a significant impact on the partitioning of enstrophy among the waves in the
quasi-linear and nonlinear integrations. Figure A-3 is the growth rates of waves
1-10 when # is increased from 0.2 x 10-"' to 4.0 x 10-11. For physically
relavent values of 3, the growth rates of the long waves are continuously reduced
as # is increased. The most unstable wavenumber is continuously increased as #
is increased. Figure A-4 shows how this behaviour is modified when the zonal
mean is increased from 30 m/s to 70 m/s. For physically relevant values of /,
the growth rates of the waves increases as / is increased. (The very large value
of 70 m/s for the 9pt problem is being studied for the sake of comparison with
the 3pt problem.) The most unstable waves shifts from wave 2 to wave 3 when
3 > 2. x 10~".
The parameter studies for 5 point resolution are shown in Figures A-5 and
A-6. Figure A-5 is the growth rates of waves 1-10 when the zonal mean wind is
increased from 30 m/s to 87 m/s. For a zonal mean wind of 39 m/s , wave 3 is
the most unstable wavenumber for the 5 point, as well as, the 9 point resolution
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study. For this value of the zonal wind, the reduction in resolution stabilizes both
the long waves and the short waves. The growth rates have been reduced by a
factor of 2. Figure A-6 is the 5 pt 3 parameter study with the same parameters
as Figure A-4. The growth rates are reduced as resolution is decreased and # is
increased. The growth rates are decreased by a factor of 2 relative to the 9 point
resolution study. Wave 2 is consistently the most unstable wave.
The parameter studies using 3 point resolution are shown in Figures A-7, A-
8, and A-9. Figure A-7 is the growth rates for waves 1-3. All of the waves
except waves 1 and 2 have been stabilized. Wave one is the most unstable wave
for all values of the zonal mean wind. The problem becomes complete stable
for uo < 60m/s The growth rates for wave two are less than 0.1/day for all
values of the zonal mean wind. The growth rates for wave one are < 0.2/day
and are approximately 2 times smaller than the growth rates of the 5 point study
with the same parameters. Figure A-8 is the 3 pt / parameter study with the
same parameters as Figure A-4. As was seen in the 5 point study, reducing the
resolution by a factor of two reduces the growth rates by a factor of two. Figure
A-9 is the 3 pt / parameter study with the same parameters as Figure A-4, except
that the dissipation time scale, D has been set equal to zero. The growth rates
are increased by a factor of 2 relative to Figure A-8, but the structure is the same.
In all of the studies without dissipation, the critical zonal wind for instability
was the zonal wind at which the potential vorticity gradient changed sign. For all
basic states that had a positive definite potential vorticity gradient, the basic state
was stable. For all basic states with a change of sign in the potential vorticitv
gradient, the basic state was unstable. This was not true for the studies that had
dissipation. When the potential vorticity gradient changed sign, the basic state
did not become unstable. The magnitude of the potential vorticity gradient that
is needed to make the dissipative study unstable is supercritical relative to the
nondissipative study.
A.3 Quasi-linear integration results
The quasi-linear problem retains the nonlinear terms that modify the mean flow
while neglecting the nonlinear terms which modify the waves. Therefore, the
waves can only act to modify themselves indirectly, through changes in the mean
flow. In the wave-mean flow system there are no cascades of energy and enstrophy.
Equation (1) is the equation that governs the waves. The equation that governs
the changes in the mean flow is,
- + (v'q'= -D(q - go), (6)5t ay
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where qo is the initial potential vorticity and q is the zonally averaged potential
vorticity. The dissipation time constant, D, is found in equations (1) and (6).
The quasi-linear integrations are initialized with a small perturbation in waves 1
through 6. The initial enstrophy in the waves has a negligible effect on the final
state.
A.3.1 Limits on integrated wave enstrophy
SL derived the limits on the integrated wave enstrophy in a nondissipative system.
Using conservation of enstrophy on constant pressure surfaces and assuming that
the initial wave enstrophy is equal to zero, the integrated wave enstrophy in the
final state is
< q' >=-< q' > - < q >, (7)
where <>= L- fo ()dy.
The final state of the wave-mean flow system is assumed to be defined by
the Charney-Stern criteria for instability. In the final state. the wave-mean flow
interactions have modified the mean flow such that all mean potential vorticity
gradients are greater than or equal to zero. Following the work of SL, the mean
flow is assumed to be modified to a distance, Ye, from the jet maximum. For
0 < y < ye, the mean potential vorticity is assumed to be unchanged from the
initial state. Therefore, y, is calculated as the intersection between the initial and
the final mean potential vorticity. The final state which minimizes the adjustment
to the mean flow, and maximized the integrated wave enstrophy. is the state where
the mean potential vorticity is equal to zero for ye < y < L. ye is then found to
be equal to F/#. The curvature of the jet in this final state is
ay2
For this model the initial potential vorticity is
q -Oy r y -L AY
q. = y - F, y < L -A .2
Letting n, be the gridpoint closest to ye,
P
nc = 0.5 +
This gives an estimate of the integrated wave enstrophy for a given number of
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Table A.2:
zonal mean
Integrated wave enstrophy for F =_
wind at the point of jet of 70 m/s.
2.8 x 10- 5/s, which corresponds to a
gridpoints, n,
1 / 1 E (2i-1) SAy F 2
i=2
Table A.2 lists the integrated wave enstrophy for F = 2.8 x 10-5/s,
sponds to a zonal mean wind at the point of jet of 70 m/s.
The analytic limit derived by SL for these parameters is
< q'2 > - 15 x 0 1 1 /s 2.
:3L,3
The analytic value for Ye = is 1474 km. The increase in the integrated wave
enstrophy for an increase in the resolution is due to the increase in magnitude of
the jump in the meridional gradient of the potential vorticity gradient at the point
of the jet. This increase means that more integrated wave enstrophy is needed
to stabilize the waves. The 3 point calculation for the integrated wave enstrophy
in the equilibrated state is 87 percent smaller than the analytic calculation. The
closest gridpoint to ye in the 3 gridpoint configuration is 399 km away from ye.
The calculation for the 3pt case assumes that since this is the closest gridpoint
to Yc, it will be modified by the adjustment to equilibrium. This may not be a
good assumption. If the closet gridpoint to ye on the side of the jet maximum is
the only gridpoint to be modified by the adjustment to the neutral state, then the
integrated wave enstrophy would be equal to 2 x 10- 1 2 /s 2 . So the neutral state of
the 3 pt formulation is predicted to have an integrated wave enstrophy between
2 x 10- 1 2 /S 2 and 3 x 10-11/s2. This is a very large range. It is not clear how a
model that does not resolve ye well, will adjust to neutrality. The values for the
integrated wave enstrophy in the quasi-linear neutral state, in units of s- 2 , are
listed in Table A.3.
The 3 pt and 5 pt integrated wave enstrophy values are very close to the
n ye < q' >
pts km 10~"/s2
3 625 0.2
3 1875 3.0
5 1563 5.0
9 1406 7.0
17 1484 12.0
which corre-
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n <q' >
pts 10- 1 1/s 2
3 0.3
5 6.0
9 12.0
Table A.3: Values of the integrated wave enstrophy in the quasi-linear neutral state, in
units of se.
analytically calculated values. The 3pt calculation shows that it is primarily the
closest gridpoint on the side of the jet that is modified. The 9 pt value is close
to the analytically calculated value for 17 pts. These values for < q'2 > are larger
than the values that were calculated analytically for a neutral state defined by
the Charney-Stern theorem, even though the quasi-linear neutral state is still
supercritical by the Charney-Stern theorem.
Figures A-10, A-11, and A-12 show the partitioning of the integrated wave
enstrophy among waves 1-6, in a dissipationless system. Figure A-10 is for a
resolution of 9 points. Waves 1 through 6 are all unstable initially. Waves 2 and 3
grow the fastest and modify the mean flow such that all of the waves. except wave
1. become stabilized at approximately the same time. Since there is no exchange of
energy or enstrophy among the waves in the quasi-linear integration, the enstrophy
of the waves changes very little after the waves have become stabilized. Figure A-
10 shows that there is not an equipartition of enstrophy in this neutral state. This
is because of the large differences in the growth rates of the waves. An increase in
resolution reduces this difference and causes the waves to grow at approximately
the same rate. Therefore, enstrophy is distributed more equally as resolution is
increased. The enstrophy in wave one continues to increase after the other waves
have become saturated. This is because wave 1 is still unstable in a mean flow that
is stable to the higher wavenumbers. Figure A-11 is for the 5 point quasi-linear
integration. Only waves 1 and 2 are unstable. As in the 9 pt integration, wave
1 continues to grow after wave 2 has become saturated. The linear parameter
studies showed that the growth rates of the waves was reduced as the resolution
was decreased. This explains why it takes the waves longer to become stabilized as
the resolution is decreased. Figure A-12 shows the 3 point quasi-linear integration.
Only wave 1 is unstable. The contribution to the integrated wave enstrophy by
the other waves is negligible. Wave 1 doesn't become saturated until day 100.
Figure A-13, A-14, and A-15 show the effect of adding dissipation. It is seen
that the most unstable wave decays away with the higher wavenumbers. Wave
one grows slowly but becomes the dominant wave, even for a large dissipation
time constant of 60 days. Therefore it is not only the growth rate of the waves
that determines whether a wave will dissipate away.
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When dissipation is added, the integrated wave enstrophy of the neutral state
is reduced from 1 x 10' 0/s 2 to 3 x 10-11/s2, independent of the magnitude of
the dissipation. This result was also found in the SL study. These results were
found to be true for the 5 pt study, Figure A-15. The 3 pt study had a similar
reduction of integrated wave enstrophy, when the dissipation was added.
A.3.2 Equilibrated states
The meridional gradient of the potential vorticity at the jet is shown in Figure
A-16 for the 9pt study, Figure A-17 for the 5pt study, Figure A-18 for the 3pt
study. These Figures show that the magnitude of the oscillations increases as the
resolution is increased. The neutral states are all supercritical, relative to the
Charney-Stern criteria, even though there is no dissipation. The zero line appears
to be an upper bound for the oscillations, therefore the larger the resolution is, the
larger the supercriticality of the potential vorticity gradients. Similar behaviour
is found in the SL study of the wave-mean flow interaction (their Figure 3). When
dissipation is added to the system, the magnitude of the oscillation decreases but
the average supercritical value which it oscillates about, changes very little. For
smaller values of the zonal mean wind, the potential vorticity gradients are seen
to oscillate about the zero line more closely, Figure A-19, even though the system
has a dissipation time constant of 20 days. The supercriticality of the neutral
state increases when the resolution is increased. For 3 points in the half jet, the
neutral state has a jump of -0.2 x 10~"/-ms in a at the point of the jet, for
the case described above. This is compared to a value of -1 x 10~"/ms for 5
point resolution and -2 x 10~r/ms for 9 point resolution. A parameter study
of the jump in for a resolution of 19 points, the resolution used in the SL
study, is shown in Figure A-20. This Figure shows that the magnitude of the
potential vorticity gradient increases as # is decreased and/or the zonal mean
wind is increased.
The time rate of change of the zonally averaged wave enstrophy was derived
by SL to be
18a(q'2) a 12_= -(v'q) - D(q' ). (7)
2 &t ay
If the time rate of change of the zonally averaged wave enstrophy goes to zero then
the zonally averaged transport of the perturbation potential vorticity down the
gradient of mean potential vorticity must balance the dissipation of the zonally
averaged wave enstrophy. An increase in the zonally averaged wave enstrophy
of the neutral state, or a decrease in the dissipation time constant, must be ac-
companied by either an increase in the magnitude of the mean potential vorticity
gradient or an increase in the zonally averaged transport of perturbation poten-
tial vorticity. If the system is dissipationless and the meridional gradient of the
potential vorticity is not equal to zero, then the potential vorticity transport goes
to zero as the time rate of change of the wave enstrophy goes to zero.
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Table A.4: Quasi-linear values at the jet, where uO has been set equal to 70 m/s and
D- 1 has been set equal to 20 days.
Figures A-21 and A-22 show the zonally averaged transport of perturbation
potential vorticity at the jet for a resolution of 9 points. Figure A-21 is for
a dissipation time constant of 20 days while Figure A-22 was calculated with a
dissipation time constant of 60 days. It is seen that the frequency of the oscillations
increases as the dissipation time constant is increased. The magnitude of the
transport is the same until day 60. After day 60, the oscillations observed in Figure
A-21 start damping out to a constant value of 4 x 10~ 6m/s 2. The pv transport
for the less dissipative case has large oscillations throughout the integration and
oscillates about a value of 1 x 10- 6m/s 2. As the dissipation time constant is
increased the pv transport oscillates about a value closer to zero, approaching the
nondissipative neutral state where the pv transport goes to zero.
When the resolution is decreased to 5 points and D 1 is equal to 20 days,
the pv transport at the jet approaches a value of 2 x 10- 6 m/S 2 , Figure A-23.
Therefore, reducing the resolution by a half, reduces the pv transport at the jet
by a half. When the resolution is reduced again by a half, to 3 points, Figure A-24,
the pv transport at the jet approaches a value of 0.4 x 10- 6 m/s 2 The relationships
described above are illustrated in Table A.4. Table A.4 lists the quasi-linear
values at the jet, where u0 has been set equal to 70 m/s and D has been set
equal to 20 days.
When the resolution has been reduced from 9 points to 3 points, the pv
transport and the jump in the mean potential vorticity gradient are reduced by
an order of magnitude. Since this reduces the transport of perturbation potential
vorticity down the mean potential vorticity gradient, the zonally averaged enstro-
phy at the jet needed to balance this change must increase. These relationships
were found to be independent of the magnitude of the dissipation. The shear of
the equilibrated state is very close to the critical shear of the analytic problem
for the 3 point resolution The equilibrated state of the 5 and 9 point resolution
studies have a shear which are larger than the analytic critical shear by a factor
of 2.
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n v'q' 87/Dy q'2
pts 10- 6m/s 2 10-"/ms 10 11 /S 2
5 11.2 -0.35 5.9
9 7.3 -1.09 14.1
Table A.5: Values of the nonlinear neutral state at the jet, where u0 is equal to 70 m/s
and D- is equal to 20 days.
A.4 Nonlinear integration results
The nonlinear integrations were formulated with a different numerical scheme than
the quasi-linear integrations. This is because of the inability to use a centered
finite difference method when the barotropic problem is formulated in two levels.
Therefore, the nonlinear integrations will be used to determine whether the results
of the 5 and 9 point quasi-linear integrations change significantly when wave-wave
interaction is allowed.
Including the wave-wave interactions does not change the balance defined by
equation (7), at the jet. Therefore, the mean potential vorticity gradient at the
jet can be calculated from the wave terms at the jet, when the system has reached
equilibrium. Using this relationship to calculate 2, Table A.5 lists the values of
the nonlinear neutral state at the jet, where u0 is equal to 70 m/s and D 1 is
equal to 20 days.
The wave enstrophy is approximately times the quasi-linear results. The
largest change is in the mean potential vorticity gradient at the jet. Table A.5
shows that the nonlinear integrations equilibrate to a state that is less supercrit-
ical than the quasi-linear neutral state. This reduction in the supercriticality is
balanced by a increase in the pv transport. The supercriticality increases with
an increase in the resolution, in agreement with the quasi-linear results. The pv
transport changes by 35 percent when the resolution is doubled. This is much
less than the 2 fold increase that was calculated in the quasi-linear integrations.
The nonlinear integrations have shown that the neutral state of the quasi-linear
closely approximates the nonlinear neutral state. The quasi-linear neutral state
overestimates the supercriticality at the jet. This is accompanied by a propor-
tional decrease in the pv transport. The wave enstrophy at the jet changes very
little when the nonlinear terms are included in the integration.
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A.5 Baroclinic interpretation of barotropic re-
sults
The linearized barotropic jet is analogous to the linearized Charney model. This
equivalence does not hold when the nonlinear terms grow to be of the same order
as the linear terms. This is because of the fundamentally three dimensional nature
of the baroclinic problem. The nonlinear neutral state was found to have potential
vorticity gradients that were 3 times smaller than those calculated in the quasi-
linear neutral state. All of the nonlinear and quasi-linear neutral states were
supercriticality, relative to the Charney-Stern criteria. This supercriticality was
found to be relatively independent of the magnitude of the dissipation but very
dependent on the resolution of the model.
The linear barotropic results can be extended to the baroclinic problem when
the nonlinear terms are small relative to the linear terms. Therefore, in the lin-
earized Boussinesq Charney model, the most unstable wavenumber will shift to
lower wavenumbers when the resolution is decreased. The growth rates of the
waves will decrease and the shortwaves will become stabilized as the resolution
is decreased. The critical mean zonal wind for instability will double when the
resolution is reduced by a half. A reduction in resolution will stabilize the waves
by increasing the critical zonal mean wind for instability.
The extension of the quasi-linear results to the baroclinic problem assumes
that the baroclinic system is stabilized by wave-mean flow interactions and that
the wave-wave interactions are negligible. It also assumes that there are no
barotropic feedbacks onto the baroclinic instability. The momentum fluxes are
neglected and the meridional structure of the jet is assumed to be unchanged by
the waves. Stabilization of the waves due to feedbacks associated with a vari-
able static stability are also neglected in this extension. The significance of these
feedbacks and their modification by changes in resolution will be investigated in
the proposed baroclinic model study. As a prototype problem, concerned exclu-
sively with the purely baroclinic quasi-geostrophic problem, this study reveals the
impact of resolution on the wave-mean flow interactions. This may prove to be
significant in the full three-dimensional study.
The potential vorticity transports and the potential vorticity gradients change
significantly when the nonlinear terms are included in the equations. The zon-
ally averaged enstrophy at the jet appears to be more robust. The enstrophy is
maximized while the potential vorticity transport and gradient are modified by
variations in the resolution.
The barotropic problem assumes that the zonal wind is symmetric about the
point of the jet. This means that the shear and the zonal mean potential vorticity
are equal to zero at the point of the jet. In the analogous baroclinic problem the
point of the jet corresponds to the lower boundary. This lower boundary in the
baroclinic problem represents the surface of the earth. The meridional shear in the
barotropic problem corresponds to the vertical shear in the baroclinic problem.
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n uc c 80c/&y
pts m/s 104/s 10- 3 K/km
3 5.2 7.0 -2.1
5 2.6 3.5 -1.0
9 1.3 1.8 -0.5
Table A.6: Critical shears and temperature gradients for the linear baroclinic model,
that have been calculated from the values of the linear barotropic model in Table A.1
By the thermal wind relation, the vertical shear is proportional to the meridional
temperature gradient. Since the shear goes to zero at the lower boundary of the
baroclinic problem, the surface temperature gradient also goes to zero at the lower
boundary. This is very unrealistic, since the largest temperature gradients in the
troposphere are observed to be at the surface of the earth. The critical shear is
the shear necessary to eliminate the negative potential vorticity gradients in the
model and is expressed as,
3 2 H
fo2 (1 -)
Where N 2 is the Brunt-Vaisala frequency and has been set equal to 1. x 104/S2,fo is the Coriolis parameter and is set equal to 1. x 104/s, H is the vertical scale
height of the troposphere and is set equal to 7.4 km. n is the resolution of the
model. The critical zonal wind, assuming a constant initial shear is expressed
as, PcH. The critical shears and temperature gradients for the linear baroclinic
model, that have been calculated from the values of the linear barotropic model
in Table A.1, are listed in Table A.6.
The temperature gradient is calculated using the equation,
a0 fo0 o U
By g 8 '
These temperature gradients correspond to a temperature difference across a dis-
tance of 40 degrees of, -9.2 K for n=3, -4.6 K for n=5 and -2.3 K for n=9. These
values are for an unforced and dissipationless model. The continuous formulation
of the point jet has no critical shear or critical temperature gradient. The critical
shear that is calculated in Table A.6 is strictly due to the truncation of the model.
The predicted critical shear for the quasi-linear neutral state is 0.5x this critical
shear. As the resolution is increased the critical shear is reduced. For a resolu-
tion of 3 points, which is equivalent to the two-level model, the critical shear and
critical temperature gradients are of the order of observed mid-latitude surface
shears and temperature gradients. Observations, Peixoto and Oort (1993), yield
an annual mean temperature gradient of -4 x 10~ K/km and an annual mean
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n v'q' v'O' 1,5 8Oc/&y
pts 10 5 m/s 2  Km/s 10 4 /s 10-3K/km
3 0.5 0.3 3.8 -1.1
5 2.6 0.7 2.8 -0.8
9 4.8 0.7 1.7 -0.5
Table A.7: Characteristics of the baroclinic equilibrium state calculated from the values
of the barotropic quasi-linear neutral state.
zonal wind shear of 7 x 10-4 s-, for the Northern Hemispheric mean at approx-
imately 800 mb. The characteristics of the baroclinic equilibrium state calculated
from the values of the barotropic quasi-linear neutral state, listed in Table A.4,
for D - 20 days. are listed in Table A.7.
Where *: =- and
__f_2 L _
bclin ~2 lqibarotropic!
-~qbrohi X 0H
VO 2fog(n - 1) V q.
The temperature flux and the critical shear are evaluated at \z/2. A decrease in
the resolution decreases the potential temperature flux and increases the shear of
the equilibrated state. The potential temperature flux at 2 changes very little
when the resolution is decreased from 9 points to 5 points. When the resolution
is decreased from 5 points to 3 points, the potential temperature flux decreases
by a factor of two. A comparison of the two-dimensional results with the results
of the proposed three-dimensional model will determine whether the modification
of the dynamics, due to a reduction in resolution in the two-dimensional problem,
is significant in the full three-dimensional problem.
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Figure A-1: The initial jet structure and the potential
vorticity gradient of the basic state for the barotropic
jet and for the Charney problem.
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A.5 Baroclinic interpretation of barotropic results
Numerical Configuration
beta = 1.9e-11/ms
1/D = 20 days
Growth Rate 0.1/day 9 pts
CO2
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0OaO
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CD
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Wavenumber
Figure A-2: The growth rates of waves 1-10 when the
zonal mean wind is increased from 0 to 56 m/s, from
the model run using the staggered scheme for the 9
gridpoint half jet.
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Numerical Configuration
uO -30 rn/s
1/D =20 days
Growth Rate 0.1/day
208
9 pts
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 +
Wave number
Figure A-3: The growth rates of waves 1-10 when # is
increased from 0.2 x 10-11 - to 4.0 x 10-11, from
the model run using the staggered scheme for the 9
gridpoint half jet.
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Numerical Configuration
u = -70 m/s
1/D 20 days
Growth Rate 0.1/day
209
9 pts
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Wavenumber
Figure A-4: The growth rates of waves 1-10 when # is
increased from 0.2 x 10"' to 4.0 x 10-i" when
the zonal mean wind is increased from 30 m/s to 70
m/s, from the model run using the staggered scheme
for the 9 gridpoint half jet.
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A.5 Baroclinic interpretation of barotropic results
Numerical Configuration
beta = 1.9e-11/ms
1/D = 20 days
Growth Rate 0.1/day 5 pts
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Figure A-5: The growth rates of waves 1-10 when the
zonal mean wind is increased from 30 m/s to 87 m/s,
from the 5 gridpoint staggered half jet model run.
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Numerical Configuration
uO -70 m/s
1/D = 20 days
Growth Rate 0.1/day 5 pts
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Wavenumber
Figure A-6: The growth rates of waves 1-10 when # is
increased from 0.2 x 10-116 to 4.0 x 10-11k when
the zonal mean wind is increased from 30 rn/s to 70
m/s, from the 5 gridpoint staggered half jet model
run.
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Numerical Configuration
beta = 1.9e-11/ms
1/D = 20 days
Growth Rate 0.1/day
212
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2 3
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Figure A-7: The growth rates of waves 1-10 when the
zonal mean wind is increased from 30 m/s to 120 m/s,
from the 3 gridpoint staggered half jet model run.
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Numerical Configuration
uO -80 m/s
1/D 20 days
Growth Rate 0.1/day 3 pts
2
Wavenumber
Figure A-8: The growth rates of waves 1-10 when # is
increased from 0.2 x 10-11 to 4.0 x 10-11 when
the zonal mean wind is increased from 30 m/s to 80
m/s, from the 3 gridpoint staggered half jet model
run.
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Numerical Configuration
u0 = -80 m/s
1/D = 0 days
Growth Rate 0.1/day 3 pts
1 2
Wavenumber
Figure A-9: The growth rates of waves 1-10 when 3 is
increased from 0.2 x 10-- to 4.0 x 1011 when
ms 
mns
the zonal mean wind is increased from 30 m/s to 80
m/s, from the 3 gridpoint staggered half jet model
run without dissipation.
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integrated
Charney Configuration-
wave enstrophy ()
b = 0.19D-10/(ms), D-inf uO= 70.0m/s
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Figure A-10: The partitioning of the integrated wave
enstrophy among waves 1-6, from the 9 gridpoint
quasi-linear half jet model run without dissipation.
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Charney Configuration
integrated wave enstrophy (
= 0.19D-10/(ms), D=inf uO= 70.0m/s
20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160
Day K 
_
180 200
Figure A-11: The partitioning of the integrated wave
enstrophy among waves 1-6, from the 5 gridpoint
quasi-linear half jet model run without dissipation.
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Charney Configuration
integrated wave enstrophy g
b 0.19D-10/(ms), D=inf u0= 70.0m/s 3 pts
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Figure A-12: The partitioning of the integrated wave
enstrophy among waves 1-6, from the 3 gridpoint
quasi-linear half jet model run without dissipation.
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Charney Configuration
integrated
b = 0.19D-10/(ms),
wave enstrophy (
D= 60 uO= 70.0m/s 9 pts
20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200
Day
Figure A-13: The partitioning of the integrated wave
enstrophy among waves 1-6, from the 9 gridpoint
quasi-linear half jet model run with a dissipation
timescale of 60 days.
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Charney Configuration
integrated ve enstrophy ()
20 u0= 70.Om/s 9
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Figure A-14: The partitioning of the integrated wave
enstrophy among waves 1-6, from the 9 gridpoint
quasi-linear half jet model run with a dissipation
timescale of 20 days.
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A.5 Baroclinic interpretation of barotropic results
Charney Configuration
b = 0.19D
tegrated
-10/(ms),
wave enstrophy
D= 20 u0= 70.0m/s
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Day
Figure A-15: The partitioning of the integrated wave
enstrophy among waves 1-6, from the 5 gridpoint
quasi-linear half jet model run with a dissipation
timescale of 20 days.
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Charney Configurafion
dqdy at the jet (x \c
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b = 0.19D-10/(ms), D-inf uO= 7 0.0m/s 9 pts
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Figure A-16: Meridional gradient of the potential vor-
ticity at the jet from the 9 gridpoint quasi-linear half
jet model run without dissipation and a maximum
zonal mean wind equal to 70 m/s.
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Charney Configuration
dqdy at the jet 2 \z
b = 0.19D-10/(ms), D-inf uO= 7 0.0m/s 5 pts
20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200
Day
Figure A-17: Meridional gradient of the potential vor-
ticity at the jet from the 5 gridpoint quasi-linear half
jet model run without dissipation and a maximum
zonal mean wind equal to 70 m/s.
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Charney Configuration
dqdy at the let
-
K\~ r#~
b = 0.1 9 D-10/(ms), D-inf uO= 7 0.0m/s 3 pts
Day
Figure A-18: Meridional gradient of the potential vor-
ticity at the jet from the 3 gridpoint quasi-linear half
jet model run without dissipation and a maximum
zonal mean wind equal to 70 m/s.
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Charney Configuration
dqdy at
b = 0.19D-10/(ms),
the jet (\ i
D= 20 u0= 30.0m/s 9 pts
20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200
Day
Figure A-19: Meridional gradient of the potential vor-
ticity at the jet from the 9 gridpoint quasi-linear half
jet model run with a dissipation timescale of 20 days
and a maximum zonal mean wind equal to 30 m/s.
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Charney Configuration
dqdy at the jet 19 pts, D= 20
40 48
Zonal Wind m/s
Figure A-20: The jump in the potential vorticity gra-
dient at the jet as a function of beta and the maxi-
mum zonal wind for a 19 gridpoint quasi-linear half
jet model run.
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Charney Configuration
V
pv transport x\(D
b = 0.19D-10/(ms), D= 20 u0= 70.Om/s 9 pts
220,
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Figure A-21: The zonally averaged transport of per-
turbation potential vorticity at the jet from the 9 grid-
point quasi-linear half jet model run with a dissipa-
tion timescale of 20 days and a maximum zonal mean
wind equal to 70 m/s.
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Figure A-22: The zonally averaged transport of per-
turbation potential vorticity at the jet from the 9 grid-
point quasi-linear half jet model run with a dissipa-
tion timescale of 60 days and a maximum zonal mean
wind equal to 70 m/s.
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Figure A-23: The zonally averaged transport of per-
turbation potential vorticity at the jet from the 5 grid-
point quasi-linear half jet model run with a dissipa-
tion timescale of 20 days and a maximum zonal mean
wind equal to 70 m/s.
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Figure A-24: The zonally averaged transport of per-
turbation potential vorticity at the jet from the 3 grid-
point quasi-linear half jet model run with a dissipa-
tion timescale of 20 days and a maximum zonal mean
wind equal to 70 m/s.
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